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ABSTRACT.
As Wireless ad-hoc Networks are becoming an increasingly emerging technology taking a centre stage in
exciting research areas which has attracted many research attentions in communication systems, the need for
efficient intrusion detection techniques to enhance network security and privacy has gained significant
prominence. Intrusion detection systems(IDS) in ad- hoc networks provides an effective method to improve the
security, energy efficiency of transmission nodes allowing better spatial reuse of the wireless channel and
control over network resources in order to optimize node security and the transmit power thereby maintaining
network connectivity. However these global properties have been falsified due to lack of appropriate intrusion
detection system leading to severe network failures which is the bane of next generation ad-hoc networks.
In this thesis, we investigate few wireless ad-hoc security attacks and vulnerabilities relative to topology control
schemes and evaluate their performance under hostile environments. We propose a novel Distributed Intrusion
Detection System (DIDS) that incorporates rule- based cluster topology relevant to both Wireless sensor
networks (WSNs) and Mobile ad hoc networks (MANETs) to determine their security/performance in
application- specific environments. Our DIDS draws inferences of intrusion by comparing anomalous patterns
from packet traces of transmit and receive signal powers, ratio of packet arrival rates and anomaly in radio
receiver packet power thresholds using buffer window count. Hence we evaluate our intrusion detection
mechanism on a jammer attack and observe the effect on the network throughput. Our approach is simulated
using the OPNET® simulator. Simulation results show that the detection capabilities of our scheme under a
denial of service (DoS) (jammer) attack, increases the bit error rates, increase in transmit delay responses and
considerable decrease in both the signal to noise powers and the average network throughput due to the
presence of jammer attack which forms the baseline for our analysis required to maintain energy efficiency and
improve security in ad hoc network.
Key words: Ad-hoc networks, cluster topology, Intrusion detection system, jammer attack
Security,
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CHAPTER 1
Introduction
The development of Wireless ad-hoc networks which include Wireless sensor networks, (WSNs) wireless mesh
networks (WMNs) and Mobile ad-hoc networks (MANETs) and which employ the interconnection of mobile
and low-cost mobile and sensor devices equipped with wireless capabilities attracts several technical challenges
and applications. Several applications of ad-hoc networks which range from industrial, military, health, agro to
environmental networks are faced with enormous challenges dealing with security of networks nodes, power
management, topology control, localization, scalability of nodes, interoperability, connectivity to mention but a
few.
A wireless ad hoc network has become an exciting and important technology in recent years because of the
rapid proliferation of wireless devices, e.g., MANETs and WSNs are highly vulnerable to attacks due to their
open medium, dynamically changing network topologies, and cooperative algorithms, lack of centralized
monitoring and management points, and lack of a clear line of defense. This paper among other challenges
investigates and reports the progress in developing Intrusion Detection System (IDS) capabilities for wireless ad
hoc networks. Building on the prior work on anomaly detection, the paper investigates how to improve the
anomaly detection approach to provide more details on attack types and sources. For several well-known
attacks, we study the attack type, certain vulnerabilities and their effect on the network. When an anomaly is
reported in some cases, these rules can also help identify the attacker traces.
Consequently, the problem of Intrusion detection is linked to inefficient topology control in which there is little
or no transmit energy assignment to each node on the network such that the resultant structure becomes deficient
in terms of sensing energy, route updates, connectivity and lack of security. These pitfalls makes it quite
difficult for an ad hoc network to satisfy certain local and global statistics such as quality of service (QoS),
Power management, energy efficiency and local security updates. However, effective security remains the
backbone of these networks owing to the vulnerability of data transmitted. While a number of research
approaches have been focused on energy efficiency, network protocols, data distributions, etc. [2], relatively few
results have also been reported to provide security solutions based on intrusion detection schemes.
In this work, we demonstrate that these schemes are still inadequate and inefficient in terms of security
overhead, thus we propose a topology based-Distributed Intrusion Detection System (DIDS).
Our DIDS uses cluster head algorithm to aggregate and disseminate information among the network nodes.
Although every node within the cluster is entitled to monitor and detect intrusion traces within the network but a
cluster head node serves as the access point to localize alerts and generate intrusion alarms which is sent to a
remote base station for further analysis and response. To reduce cost, memory and computational overheads
using the proposed mechanism, an IDS module runs on every cluster within the network such that all intracluster heads after detecting local anomaly generate an alert and broadcast the alerts within their clusters. In
addition our DIDS scheme uses a receive power and packet arrival pattern anomaly to detect traces of intrusion
in the network. We demonstrate the effect of anomalous patterns detection on a jammer attack model using the
Proposed DIDS scheme and evaluate the jammer response on the network throughput. We conduct simulation
analysis in order to evaluate the detection capabilities of DIDS in the presence of the jammer attack.

1.1 Motivations and Directions for DIDS evaluation:
The vulnerability of ad hoc networks to different forms of internal or external attacks such as jamming attack,
due to resource constraints, energy depletion, lack of data diversity and the propagation medium of the wireless
network remains a great challenge in security deployment.
Due to scalability nature and lack of energy efficient implementation of ad hoc and sensor networks, Security
architectures developed for large scale ad hoc networks becomes infeasible for deployment. Considering the
preventive mechanisms such as authentications and encryptions as the first line of defense, there is not much
guarantee for intruder detection or containment in such a resource limited network like ad hoc networks.
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However, any architecture without proper application or design considerations developed with intrusion
detection-awareness creates room for unprecedented malicious attacks.
Bringing to focus a potential adversary such as the Denial of Service (DoS) attack that has a wide range of
attack primitives at its disposition in order to manipulate network subsystems and maliciously take control; the
aftermath resulting in data corruption, disruption, repudiation, jamming and other forms of attacks. It becomes
quite imperative to develop an intrusion detection system (IDS) required to run alongside the preventive
mechanism which will greatly improve the security system of the network.
In the light of the above, we propose a Distributed Intrusion Detection system (DIDS).In this work, Our DIDS is
implemented to monitor and detect the presence of a jammer attack on a Mobile ad hoc network. The
mechanism is simulated in order to evaluate the response of the detection scheme following a jamming
intrusion.
However , since ad hoc network tend to operate in an open medium, dynamic environment and lack of
centralized monitoring unit which means that such adversaries can exploit these vulnerabilities for unforeseen
attacks., this thesis is motivated among other issues to proffer solution to the following research questions;

Research Questions
i.
What data traces are required to influence intrusion detection?
ii.
What assumptions do we have about the potential intruder?
iii.
What information should be included in topology control to provide effective intrusion detection
system?
In addition, the goal of this work is to provide a detection framework (DIDS) that allows efficient, reliable, and
secure intrusion tolerant network. To provide solutions to the above questions, We draw inferences of anomaly
patterns based on traces of transmit and receive powers, packet arrival rates and anomaly in radio receiver
packet buffer count. We consider the following design directions on which our proposed mechanism is initiated
required to meeting the demands of jammer intrusion detection system in ad hoc networks.














Connectivity: This criterion is based on the assumption that ad-hoc nodes are dynamically
activated/deactivated in order to ensure network connectivity or complete sensing coverage, hence the
IDS protocol must be able determine how many sensor nodes to activate and at which instance of
intrusion period.
Sensor Diversity: The attributes of alarm as generated by DIDS is sensor dependent. This means it is a
function of generating either known attacks or unrelated patterns of intrusions such that a sensing
should be a diversifying factor.
Data diversity: In the context of alarm generation, the additional data provided by intra cluster-heads
with an alarm intrusion vary depending on the type of traces, which could be traced to local
information sources and its implementation.
Localization: Owing to location or environmental conditions, (in the case of jamming environments)
the issue of localization of nodes with DIDS is required for effective maximum throughput.
Energy efficiency: This determines the system lifetime and is crucial to the operations of ad hoc
networks. There are clear indications that the higher the energy efficiency, the longer the system life
time towards achieving greater sensing capabilities.
Latency: Timely collection and deliverance of information among the network nodes remains a critical
factor in the system.
Security: In most cases specific applications of WSNs in the areas of military
and surveillance are considered highly event- driven, hence certain attacks such as denial of service
attacks against the network may cause severe damage, and therefore it is important to maintain safe
communication and data privacy.
Scalability and Flexibility: The system should be scalable and flexible to accommodate expansion of
the networks scale; these are made possible through, clustering, multi-hop delivery, localization of
computation and data processing.
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Fault tolerance: Although the wireless communication channel is usually noisy, prone to errors and
time varying, data must be delivered reliably. In such cases data verification and correction on each
network layer are requisite for correct DIDS analysis. Moreover sensor nodes may fail due to energy
exhaustion or physical obstacles in the environment; hence sensor nodes are expected to perform selftesting, self- calibration, self- repair and self- recovery.
Accuracy: This reflects the basic value of information gathered, because the amount of data received
determines the level of accuracy. One way to measure the accuracy is the amount of data generated or
received, generally the more data received, the higher the accuracy should be.

However it is impossible to achieve all these objectives at the same time, owing to different trades- off between
energy efficiency, security and other metrics due to conflict in resource consumption.

1.2 Approach
Our approach to this work is taken through systematic steps towards actualizing a constructive intrusion
detection scheme based on a collection of theories and concepts. Through research and evaluation we conducted
comparative studies of different approaches in related works, we attempt to describe the characteristics of
network attacks and their associated vulnerabilities. We also study the different categories of intrusion detection
and device a rule-based detection algorithm to counter the effect of the attacks.
This approach focuses on the importance of establishing a conceptual security performance analysis towards
wireless ad hoc networks Furthermore; we have taken a qualitative approach through simulations and the results
help build the foundation of our approach to IDS evaluation.
In the course of this work, we gained considerable experience and knowledge in our experimental approach
while using OPNET® simulation tool to validate our analysis. In addition we were able to ascertain the
capabilities of our detection scheme on the network throughput based on the jammer attack traces.

1.3 Contributions:
It is worthy to mention that the work presented here contributes several issues relevant in the field of IDS.
First we present some attack classes and vulnerabilities within a wireless network based on packet transmission
anomalies using neighbor discovery and topology control messages (No of neighbor /hop- count, average path,
route change, transmission, range, etc) that will bear evidence of normalcy or anomaly. This is a first line of
action to determine intrusion patterns relevant to our work
In this work, we have proposed a DIDS mechanism for detection of intrusion anomalies in the presence of
jamming attack in ad hoc network. Our DIDS uses a cluster algorithm to create a cluster head, an IDS is
installed in every cluster head node which serves as the monitor or gateway node, the cluster head aggregates
topology messages and distributes intrusion alerts within the network. Intra-cluster nodes also serves as access
points for cooperation and distribution of route updates by monitoring similarities in event of common and
suspected failures against any form of intrusion alarms.
Our proposed DIDS detected signs of jammer intrusion anomaly in ad hoc network due to changes in
 Nodes Packet inter arrival rates,
 Network and packet sizes using the packet buffer window ratio
 Transmit and Receive signal powers of both the jammer packets and legitimate nodes,
 Node misbehavior patterns due to impersonation attack
 Packet Reception power threshold variations.
We considered some attack traffic sources as used in previous works such as; attack sources containing intrusion
data sets of raw attacks generated from laboratories [49], Ethereal dump files containing attacks from sniffed
networks [9], etc.
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Our DIDS uses Attack traffic developed using simulation models. Our choice of OPNET® simulation tool gave
room for the detection of jamming attack. Among other issues, OPNET® supports the development and
simulation of jamming attack models using Radio transceiver pipeline (RTP) stages from wireless network
modeler contained in OPNET library
The aim of our simulation is thus;
To monitor the behavior of network nodes under jamming attack
To evaluate signs of anomaly resulting from;
Rate of packet inter-arrival times at the receiver channel
The Transceiver power reception rate at the buffer window
Variations in Packet transmissssion and channel contention anomalies,
Incessant packet drops and undue traffic delay from misbehaving nodes.

We validate our work through the simulation of the following metrics in the presence of jammer attack
Network throughput (Individual and MANET NODES)
Packet delivery ratio
Queue end-to-end delay.
Packet inter arrival rates
Our simulation results show that;
 the presence of Jamming attack causes undue increase in the transceiver power buffer window
 the presence of a jammer attack increases packet arrival rate at the receiver channel
 the behavior of traffic sent and received in the network utility response are observed as follows;
i.
the network bit error rate (BER) Increases up to 40% of the network throughput due to
jammers presence
ii.
the packet BER per packet also followed an increase about 50% rise in the network when
compared to normal traffic
iii.
A decrease from normal traffic approx. 60% in signal to noise ratio (SNR) due to high noise
interference from the jammer attack ,
 An intermittent rise and fall in receiver packets average throughput level up to 50% over time duration
show presence of jammer, whereas in the absence of jamming, the network throughput rises with
reduced packet reception power threshold.
Finally, our results show that With confidence intervals of 80% and 90% as a function of time duration, packets
with low transmit energy are suppressed by the jammers transmit energy causing them to be received as invalid
packets. A Misbehaving node with jammers characteristics causes undue packet drops and queue delay leading
to anomaly detection.

1.4 Outline:
Following the introductory chapter with the motivational factors necessitating our proposed intrusion detection
scheme, the rest of the work is organized as follows:
In Chapter 2, we discuss overview of related works and technical challenges, problem statements of intrusion
detection system relative to ad hoc networks over a topology control techniques as exemplified in various
literature.
In chapter 3 we present the hypothetical issues with relevance to the problem statement. We direct our
arguments with respect to security mechanism, through our proposed network intrusion detection model (DIDS)
focusing on the detection of network jammer attack in different applications of MANET.
Chapter 4 is centered on the problem solutions; this takes into consideration the analysis, investigation and
contributions made relative to performance characteristics of the Distributed intrusion detection system models
and algorithms under consideration so as to evaluate the effect of jammer intrusion on the network throughput.
In Chapter 5, we present the OPNET simulation of the network which complements the comparative evaluation
and analysis of the performance metrics of the different jammer attack scenarios. We draw conclusion of the
report in Chapter 6 summary of problem solution based on the analysis and make suggestion on future work.
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CHAPTER 2

IDS and Related Works
In recent times several wireless ad-hoc network issues; mobile ad-hoc networks, multi-mesh networks, sensor
and actuators networks, etc. have been the subject of many research works while application specific issues such
as security and intrusion detection, routing protocol architectures, topology control techniques, algorithms,
power transmission and energy efficient techniques all have been proposed to improve the network security
performance and QoS.
In line with the goals of IDS, this work contributes to the concepts developed in various IDS computer security
researches. The dependability of this work is to enhance efficient network life time with reduced mean time to
failure (MTTF), energy efficiency and reliability of ad-hoc networks. In this section we provide overview of
intrusion detection systems on various network attacks that have been proposed in various literatures. Also we
discuss the relevance of topology control algorithms, models and approaches associated with the intrusion
detection techniques.
Intrusion detection systems (IDS) has proved to be an important aspect within the broader categories of
computer network security for which an attempt to apply the idea in ad hoc networks creates a lot of challenges.
However, there are currently few existing energy efficient and security –aware approaches developed in this
area.
Reflecting on the history and evolution of Intrusion detection systems, we note that between 1984 and 1986,
Dorothy Denning and Peter Neumann in [3], developed the first prototype model of real time IDS which was
named Intrusion Detection Expert System (IDES).The IDES was initially designed as a rule-based expert
systems to detect known malicious activities.
In [4], Krontiris et al introduced a light weight scheme which characterizes the detection of malicious attack but
there is no collaboration among the monitor nodes, which makes it vulnerable to Denial of Service (DoS)
attacks. [5] Introduces a detection System using Multi-Hop Cluster-Based Sensor Networks, The proposed IDS
is based on the inference drawn from the network behavior obtained from the analysis of events detected by
monitor nodes, but lack the analytical reasoning behind the detection scheme. In [6] the authors designed and
implemented a preliminary (IDS) for WSNs that addresses the security concern of DoS attacks and they also
were unable to describe the general functionality of such a system to be energy efficient. In [7], a similar scheme
of Distributed Intrusion detection system was proposed in which the authors initiated a routing process for
detection of attack but only ended up applying a mobility scheme using random way point to generate traffic,
hence the scheme lacked the actual attack generation to determine the effect of such attack on the network.
We study the works in [8, 9, 10, 11, 12, and 13], the authors have in different research formats presented various
intrusion detection techniques based on simulated attacks from raw traces generated from MIT Lincoln
Laboratory [49], based on real time attack traffic to evaluate the detection capabilities of such schemes. The
scheme implements a frequency analysis technique using Discrete Fourier transform (DFT) over a synthetic
network. Loo et al. and Bhuse and Gupta as cited in [4], described IDSs for routing attacks in sensor networks.
The authors assume that routing protocols for ad hoc networks can also be applied to WSNs: whereas Loo et al.
assume the AODV (Ad-hoc On-Demand Distance Vector) protocol, Bhuse and Gupta use the DSDV and DSR
protocols. Certain parametric of these protocols are used like “number of route requests received” to detect
intruders. However, to our knowledge, these routing protocols are not attractive for sensor networks and they
have not been applied to any implementation that we are aware of.
While [14, 15] propose distributed systems, where certain monitor nodes in the network are responsible for
monitoring their neighbors, looking for intruders. They listen to messages in their radio range and uses buffer
assessment-count for specific message fields that might be useful to an IDS system running within a sensor
node, This idea partly inspired us to introduced a distributed IDS based on cluster topology in which nodes
within the cluster including the cluster head cooperatively monitor each and every node within their k-symmetric
(least distant neighbor) distances in event of intrusion patterns in the network.
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In this work, our objective is to study certain security vulnerabilities in ad hoc networks and present an intrusion
detection approach that fits the demands and challenges of those networks attacks. Following our contributions
as earlier stated, we implement the proposal of a distributed IDS model tied to the cluster topology employing
cluster-head cooperative and distributive enforcements targeted at jamming attack evaluations; We introduce the
use of OPNET simulation tool, for our purpose in evaluating the effect of our detection model on simulated
jamming attacks, as well as the evaluation of the performance on network throughput, utilization with
overheads on power consumption and capacity utilization as compared to the works in [14, 15].
Our proposed IDS draw inferences from the power anomaly classification pattern and packet arrival threshold
rate variations in the event of a jammer attack on a MANET network.

2.1 Wireless ad hoc and Sensor Networks: Overview
Wireless ad hoc and sensor networks have in recent years captured the imagination of many schools of taught,
transverse over a broad spectrum of ideas and researches irrespective of their variations, all ad hoc networks
have certain fundamental features in common hence the most essential being that they are embedded in the real
world of technology. By definition from [16], [17], ad hoc network is a network which is composed solely of
stations within mutual communication range of each other via the wireless medium. An ad hoc network is
typically created in a spontaneous manner having principal distinguishing characteristics of temporal and spatial
relatives which allows the act of creating and dissolving the ad hoc to be convenient. The evolution of new
standards leading to new set of protocols, architecture, power control, energy conservation, and sensor security
required in order to put in place network (QoS) and quality of experience (QoE) for the end users.
In recent developments, advances in sensing technology, embedded systems, wireless communication and
ubiquitous computing have enabled the development of ad-hoc network. The wireless communication in its
entirety has maintained a substantive growth in its wide range of applications and technology which has hitherto
encouraged the presence of wireless sensor networks with applications supporting heterogeneous networks;
traffic, multimedia (voice, video and data) etc.
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Figure 1: Wireless Ad-hoc and sensor network

Wireless Sensor networks are collectively an interconnection of smart sensors network nodes, with sensing,
computing and communication capabilities having short ranges providing itself to different set of applications
for high fidelity, made up of micro devices, single chip transceivers with integrated micro controllers.
For the operators, the wide range of wireless sensors and actuators is based on the application of various types
of sensors which finds their usage in continuous sensing, event detection, habitat monitoring, location
management and deployment. Figure 1 above depicts a typical Wireless ad hoc and sensor network.

2.2

WSNs Key operational features explained

2.2.1 Underlying Technologies
The rapid progress of wireless communication and embedded micro-sensing (MEMS) technologies has made
wireless sensor and ad hoc networks possible. These wireless nodes can be deployed in a mobile and/or sensing
field to monitor events under consideration. A wide range of applications may be developed in health care,
scientific, aerospace, agricultural, industrial, emergency search and rescue, business and military areas.
In addition, the networking and communication issues in a wireless network may rely on the ad hoc networking
technology to efficiently deliver collected data from sensors to the outside world, other key issues which involve
Medium access control, auto-configuration protocols, location-based, data-centric, energy-conserving routing all
need to be addressed.
In principle Wireless ad-hoc networks could interface [1] through suitable gateway nodes with networks based
on different 3G radio technologies (WiFi, Bluetooth, WiMAX etc) However, most actual solutions presenting
itself in both academic and business environments rely heavily on IEEE 802.11 family of standards owing to its
availability of low- cost equipment on the market and the ad-hoc features present in the protocol.
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2.2.2 IEEE 802.11 Wireless network Standards:
The IEEE 802.11 is the set of standards governing the design of wireless interface for standard-based wireless
networks so as to provide conformance and interoperability within the ad-hoc networks. Wireless systems which
include cellular telephone systems, wireless LANs, wide area wireless data systems, satellite systems and ad-hoc
networks, all requires underlying technologies to provide higher throughput, greater mobility, range and
robustness.
In 1997, the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) created the first WLAN standard called the
IEEE802.11.Although the 802.11 was known to support only a maximum network bandwidth of 2Mbps which
is too slow for most application which led to the formation of IEEE 802.22b [48].
The IEEE expanded on the original 802.11 standard in July 1999, creating the 802.11b, supporting bandwidth
up to 11Mbps which is comparable to traditional Ethernet; however the 1EEE802. 11 use the same unregulated
radio signaling frequency (2.4 GHz) as the original 802.11 standard. It could be recalled that at lower
frequencies, the 802.11b observes interferences from other appliances like microwave ovens, cordless phones
using the same frequencies. Besides the signal range and low cost of maintenance, the standard operates at the
slowest maximum speed.
In the course of the 802.11b development, The IEEE created the 802.11a which serves as the second extension
to the original 802.11 standard, hence the 802.11a was business network-oriented and supported bandwidth up
to 54Mbps within the regulated signal spectrum at higher frequencies of about 5GHz. At these higher
frequencies, the 802.11a experiences difficulties in penetrating more dense media such as walls and other
obstacles within the transmission channel when compared to 802.11b.Due to the difference in their frequencies,
both technologies seems to be incompatible but a hybrid solution of 802.11a/b are being used and implemented
by many vendors.
Further developments on the IEEE 802.11 standards led to the emergence of IEEE 802.11g in 2002/2003 which
attempts to support the combination of 802.11a and 802.11b as well as supporting a bandwidth of about 54Mbps
using the 2.4GHz frequency range.802.11g is known to be backward compatible with 802.11b which means that
both the access points and wireless adapters of the two technologies could work together.
Following the existence of the above mentioned standards, and in furtherance of wireless systems compatibility,
the IEEE802.11n was developed to support multiple signaling and higher bandwidth utilization. On its
completion, the IEEE802.11n will support data rates over 100Mbps offering a better range of the existing Wi-Fi
standards due to its broad characteristics like maximum speed, quality signal, more resistance to interference as
well as more backward compatibility with others.
Apart from the four general purpose Wi-Fi standards (IEEE 802.11a, 802.11b, 802.11g and 802.11n), a new
draft amendment of the IEEE 802.11 for wireless mesh networking is the IEEE802.11s which defines how
wireless devices can interconnect to create an ad hoc network, several other wireless related network
technologies include low- rate wireless personal area networks; IEEE 802.15.4, Bluetooth, WiMax etc.
The Bluetooth at present remains an alternative wireless [48] technology designed on a different path from the
IEEE802.11 family and supports a very short range (approx.10m) and relatively low bandwidth (1-3Mbps)
designed specifically for low power hand held devices such as PDAs, cell phones, PCs. Etc. For further
descriptions on the 802.11 family standards, the reader is advised read in [48].

2.2.3 Medium Access Control (MAC) Layer
The wireless local area network (WLAN) was standardized by IEEE802.11 as discussed in previous section, and
in particular these standards define the Medium Access Control (MAC) and physical (PHY) layers. The original
standards has evolved with a number of amendments that adopt new technologies.MAC service data units
(MSDUs) containing the payloads are provided to the MAC layer for transmission by the logical link control
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(LCC) layer. A common challenge is the collision resulting from two nodes sending data at the same time over
the same transmission medium or channel.
In view of communication protocols, the MAC Protocol has been developed to assist each node to decide on
when and how to use the channel, the power efficiency of the MAC protocols plays a critical role[8] because the
channel access control and utilization involving transmission and reception is controlled in that layer. The MAC
monitors the activity on the wireless medium to determine if it is inactive an available to transmit data,
otherwise the wireless station node is configured to receive data.
2.2.4 Physical (PHY) Layer:
The physical layer (PHY) provides the interface with the physical medium where the actual communications
between nodes occur. The PHY, being the lowest component in the ISO/OSI reference model is in charge of
providing control (activation and deactivation) of the radio transceiver, energy consumption, sensor detection,
connectivity and packet transmission through physical medium. The PHY layer is known to transmit raw bit
rather than logical data packets over the physical links connecting network nodes.
2.2.5 Enabling IEEE 802.15.4 with WSNs
The IEEE 802.15.4 working group is chartered to focus on wireless sensor networks, the industry has adopted
the name ‘’Wireless Sensor Networks’’ instead of ‘’Wireless Sensor and Actuator Networks’’ due to the length
of its name [50]. The IEEE 802.15.4 is the only MAC layer protocol for low power and low- rate wireless
networks; the standard provides an interoperable low-power solution in conjunction with a reliable physical
layer. The IEEE802.15.4 MAC sub layer has several functions, such as the generation of acknowledgement
frames, association, dissociation, security control, beacon generation and optional guaranteed time slot
management.

2.2.6 WSNs Architecture
As noted earlier, the emerging field of Wireless sensor network combines sensing, computation and
communication [18] into single tiny devices which forms a sea of connectivity between sensor nodes. While
the capabilities of any single devices are minimal, the composition of hundreds of devices offers new
possibilities in wireless networking.
The Power of wireless sensor networks lies in the ability to deploy large numbers of these tiny nodes which
assembles and configure themselves (self organizing) in the absence of any physical or existing infrastructures.
Figure 2 shows a typical architecture of a sensor node.

Figure 2: Sensor node architecture [52]
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The main task of a sensor node designed as a microelectronic device is to detect phenomena, carry out data
processing timely and locally, and then transmit and receive data[54,chpt.18].A typical sensor node as shown
above is generally composed of four components; Power supply unit; a sensing module; a computer/processing
module and a communicating module.
Sensing Module: The sensing unit/module in a sensor node includes the embedded sensor and /or actuator and
the analog-digital converter. It is responsible for capturing the physical characteristics of the sensed environment
and then converts its measurements to digital signals, which can be processed by a computing or processing
module
Computing Module: The computing/processing unit is a microcontroller unit or microprocessor with memory.
It carries out data processing and provides intelligence to the sensor node. A real time micro-operating system
running in the computing unit controls and operates the sensing, computing and communication unit through
micro device drivers and decides which parts to turn off and on.
Communicating Module:
The communicating module is a sensing node mainly consists of short-range RF circuit that performs data
transmission and reception. However, different energy conserving approaches have been directed towards
maintaining a reliable sensing, computing and communicating sensor node.

2.3 Wireless ad-hoc and Sensor Networks Applications
The usefulness of wireless ad-hoc and sensor networks lies in the various areas of their application, with the
ease of computational and sensing capabilities, these ad hoc networks may consists of different sensing
capabilities employing in areas such as seismic, signal generations [16],thermal, visual, acoustic, radar which
are able to monitor, detect and localize faults.
Ad-hoc networks exhibit revolutionary approaches to providing reliable, time critical and constant
environmental sensing, event detection and reporting, target localization, tracking [54,chpt. 18,],Due to their
ease of deployment, reliability, scalability, flexibility and self organization, they can be deployed in almost any
environment especially those in which conventional wired systems find it impossible or inaccessible.
Therefore the existing and potential application of ad-hoc/sensor networks continues to expand with continued
research and development in various domains such as the basic Control, Communication, Computing,
Intelligence, Surveillance, Reconnaissance and Targeting (C4ISRT) for military purposes. Others include;


Environmental detection and monitoring. Most of the environmental applications of the sensor
networks include tracking of movements of animals and humans, monitoring of environmental
conditions; weather, temperature, humidity earth monitoring, planetary explorations, chemical/
biological detections, pollution study, etc.



Home automation: With increasing sensing technologies and embedded computing, sensor nodes and
actuators can be buried in various home appliances such as Audio/video set, vacuum cleaners,
microwave ovens refrigerators, etc. By allowing end users to manage their home devices locally and
remotely, these devices interact with each via satellite and internet.



Medical and health care : A wide variety of sensor networks in the health industry include the
provision of interfaces for integration of patient monitoring, diagnostics, drug administrations in
hospitals, monitoring the internal movement of humans and small animals as well as tracking and telemonitoring of human and logical data.
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Military disaster prevention and relief. Wireless sensor networks can be an integral part of military
command, control communications, computing, intelligence, surveillance, reconnaissance and targeting
(C4ISRT), [16].

In related developments, Air craft researchers are already examining the possibilities of incorporating
processing devices into the wings of aircraft to allow fine-grain control of airflow, health researchers are
investigating microscopic sensors that could traverse the blood stream monitoring health conditions and
reporting them wirelessly. The internet, wireless networking, inexpensive cameras and automotive tele-matics
can be combined to pass information to millions of commuters in large cities so as to reduce delays, frustrations,
energy use and air pollutions. In agricultural areas, sensor networks can be largely deployed to monitor and
report on crop quality and the environment, adjusting irrigation and fertilization for crop development.
Sensors detective capabilities are experienced in the world’s physical nature which include and not limited to
light intensity, temperature, sound or nearness to target objects. More so actuators contribute in various ways
such as toggling, switch, cracking sounds, or force inducement, sensing improves the signal -to-noise ratios
because of the proximity of sensor to their target objects.

2.3.1 Topology Control
We shall briefly discuss the issue of topology control as a contributing factor in the design and implementation
of our intrusion detection process.
Topology control has been addressed previously in various literature settings. Generally the performance
metrics to be optimized (maximized or minimized) include the total energy consumption, power transmission,
connectivity and reliability. The major objectives are to meet different application-specific QoS requirements.
In topology control, related schemes such as the Low- energy adaptive clustering hierarchy (LEACH) [20, 19,
and 22], Smart pairing and Intelligent Disc Search (SPINDS) in [23], Hitch hiking TCH [24], Cone based
topology control (CBTC) [25], Local Minimum Spanning Tree (LMST9 and DRNG/DLMST [26] have all been
proposed in different applications. enabling Intrusion detection capability of wireless networks through energy
and power conservation techniques. We consider the following relevant topology control techniques
implemented in different approaches in the literature;
Low- energy adaptive clustering hierarchy (LEACH)
LEACH [20, 19, and 22], is based on distributed cluster-based protocol which distributes the energy load evenly
among the network nodes by randomly rotating the cluster head among the sensors. This assumes a finite
amount of power and aims at conserving as much as possible despite a dynamic network. LEACH uses localized
coordination to enable scalability and robustness for dynamic networks, as well as data compression to reduce
the amount of data that must be transmitted to a base station.
Topology control with Hitch Hiking (TCH)
TCH allows combining of partial messages to decode complete message through effective use of partial signals
in order to obtain a specific topology with less transmission power and less energy consumption. The authors
assumed TCH problem to be NP-complete (non polynomial) and proposed a distributed TCH (DTCH) that can
be applied on top of any symmetric, strongly connected topology to reduce total power consumption.
In [25], Li. Erran et al proposed a cone -based technique (CBTC,) aimed at minimizing the total energy
consumption while preserving connectivity. Each node will transmit with minimum power needed to reach some
node in every cone with approximate degree, they observed that a cone degree of α=5 /6 is necessary and
sufficient for connectivity.
Local Minimum Spanning Tree (LMST)
A distributed and localized algorithm (LMST) based on a minimum spanning tree, each node builds it’s local
MST independently based on location information of its nearest- hop neighbor and only keeps 1-hop nodes
within its locality. The algorithm produces a connected topology with maximum node degree of 6, also an
option phase is provided where the topology is transformed to enable bi-directional links.
Secure Positioning in Sensor Networks (SPINE): A system for secure positioning in sensor networks based
on verifiable multilateration [27], (security mechanism) to resist against distance modification attacks from large
number of attacker nodes. Its effectiveness depends on the nodes density and number of spatial distributions of
the landmarks
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Two localized topology control algorithms for heterogeneous wireless multi-hop networks with non uniform
transmission ranges; Directed Relative Neighborhood graph (DRNG) and Directed Local Minimum Spanning
Tree (DLMST) [28].In both approaches, each node selects a set of neighbors based on the locally collected
information. These schemes establish that the topologies derived under DRNG and DLMST not only preserve
the network connectivity but also distinguish between the out-bound degrees of resulting topologies of both
schemes in terms of bidirectional.

2.3.2

Distributed Vs Centralized Topology control

In general topology control protocols can be classified as



Centralized and global Vs Distributed and localized
Deterministic Vs Probabilistic.

The localized algorithm is a special distributed algorithm where the state of a particular node depends only on
the states of local neighborhood. This means that such an algorithm has no sequential propagation of state
information [24].Among the distributed and localized protocols are those proposed in [26, 28, and 29].
In [29], Mobility aware distributed topology control was proposed employing mobility-based adaptive mobility
prediction. This form of distributed topology uses an enhanced future distance predictor of a specified estimate
to predict the distance of two neighboring nodes. Each node predicts the future distance between its closest
neighbors so as to estimate the optimal transmission power required to reach to all neighboring nodes.
To support peer-to-peer communications in ad-hoc wireless networks, the network connectivity must be
maintained at all times while considering other factors. The problem of strong connectivity has been addressed
in many areas using approximation algorithm with performance ratio to determine the minimum energy
consumption. In addition to scaling and robustness limitations of the centralized solutions, a single node cannot
directly sense the conditions of other nodes distributed elsewhere within the network, Consequently, other nodes
would need to communicate detailed information about the state of their connectivity in order for the central
node to make decision of who joins the network, thus when energy is constrained and the environment is
dynamic, the distributed approach are employed as they avoid repetition of state information across the network.
2.3.1

Deterministic Vs Probabilistic

A topology can depend on uncontrollable factor such as node mobility, weather, interference and noise. Most
deterministic works include that in [29] which is concerned with the problem of node transmission power
adjustments such that the resulting power is either connected or bi –connected while minimizing the maximum
power usage per node.
Topology control in ad-hoc sensors networks for example can be deterministic or dynamic (probabilistic)
according to the distribution of the sensor nodes [54chpt.17].In deterministic systems, the position of sensor
nodes are fixed or preplanned. The control of this system is simpler and with ease of implementation. However
this is only applicable where the information of the sensor node placement could be planned and obtained in
advance.
On the other hand dynamic systems exist where the information and location of sensor nodes are not available
before hand, so the sensor nodes must work in dynamic manner. This scheme is more scalable and flexible but
requires more complex control algorithms.

2.3.2 WSNs: The need for Topology Control in IDS
The concept of topology control is strictly associated with that of network redundancy. In denser network,
sensor nodes have some degree of redundancy and in such cases network deployment is done at random, it may
be convenient to deploy a number of nodes greater than necessary to cope with possible node failures occurring
in the course of the deployment. Inappropriate topology can reduce the network capacity by limiting spatial
reuse of the communicating channel, increase end-to-end packet delay, and decrease the network robustness
thereby leaving the network prone to different forms of attack E.g. if the topology is too sparse, then the
network can get partitioned and danger of high end-to-end delays. On the other hand, if the topology is too
dense, the limited spatial reuse reduces network capacity, degrades performance and may disrupt connectivity.
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However topology control in IDS is aimed at dynamically adapting the network topology making use of the
topology control protocols which are based on the type of application needed in order to optimize power
transmission and conserve energy so as to increase the network life time, hence providing better intrusion
detection and containment of attacks over network resources. E.g. In the cluster topology control technique,
inactive nodes are kept redundant when not in use; this reduces interference between neighboring nodes and
improved network connectivity in event of pattern anomaly.
According to [30], Connectivity, scheduling and topology control represents a dynamic measurement pattern in
network congestion (Fig.3), thus it is desirable to avoid congestion at intermediate nodes and have a shorter path
length to reduce network delay, such that nodes can communicate effectively, hence topology control reduces
active nodes and connection, but it also reduces the fault tolerability of network connectivity.

Figure 3: Topology coordination in WSNs [30]

2.4 Between Sensor networks and MANETs
The term sensor networks refer to a wireless communication network consisting of a rather large number of
small-sized, densely deployed electronic devices (sensors) that perform measurements within their immediate
vicinity and transfer the result to a targeted reference point.
However because of their unique application requirements, WSNs are similar to conventional ad- hoc networks
with reference to data routing but certain significant differences exist based on their operational schemes. Such
include the following;








Sensor nodes: The number of sensor nodes in a sensor network can be several orders of magnitude
(hundreds to thousands) higher than the nodes in an ad-hoc network.
Deployment: The sensor nodes are in certain scenarios usually densely deployed other than the
MANETs.
Failure rate: The sensor nodes are more susceptible to failure more than their contemporary ad-hoc
nodes
Dynamic Topology: The sensor network exhibits a more likely dynamic topology as compared to the
ad hoc network.
Communication: Sensor nodes are known to communicate in a broadcast system whereas the ad hoc
network is based on a point-to-point and or point to multi point communications.
Sensor nodes are limited in power, computational capacities and memory.
Sensor nodes are usually limited to local statistics and may not have global identification due to high
amount of overheads and large number of sensors.
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2.4.1

Self configuration and Adaptive coordination

A typical characteristic of ad-hoc networks is the implementation of self configuration, however many of the
anticipated networked systems of the mobile/sensor network will be realizable only if the systems are capable of
configuring and reconfiguring themselves automatically in event of any intrusion.
One of the mechanisms needed to achieve these phenomena is the topology control mechanism, in many ad hoc
networks, individual nodes need to assemble themselves into a collective system, adjust their capabilities to find
available resources on the network so as to respond to changes in their desired functionality and in their
operating environment with little or no human intervention.
Whereas self configuration and adaptive coordination refer to the spectrum of changes the system makes to
itself in response to occurrence in its environment both internally and externally .These changes are however
constrained within the system’s designed objectives and applications.
Although wireless networking, automated sensing, embedded computing are not relatively new ideas but only in
the past few years that computation, communication and sensing have contributed immensely towards system
integrations, over a large scale and low power consumptions with minimum costs.

2.5 Security in ad-hoc networks: Constraints and Challenges
One of the motivational themes of this work is hinged on this section which addresses the major constraints
limiting the performance and QoS of ad-hoc networks. Inefficient security mechanism remains the core
challenges in the functionality of wireless ad-hoc/sensor networks. Ad-hoc networking in many ways varies
from traditional network approaches especially in security areas where most or basic requirements are not fully
applicable. The performance of nodes in ad-hoc networks determines the relative or overall performance of the
network in terms of efficiency and availability which takes in a considerable amount of transmission power and
radio frequencies needed. The issue of security has become a major and primary concern in ad-hoc networks
needed to achieve and maintain a reliable communication between mobile-/sensor nodes under hostile
environmental conditions. Therefore the need for these elemental security systems to maintain network
connectivity and availability remains a critical one. Others include but not limited to the network scalability,
topology, and the routing protocols.
In this section we study briefly various potential attacks, vulnerabilities and subsequent security control
mechanisms required to ensure protective systems. We present a security control mechanism based on
distributed intrusion detection algorithms and evaluate the performance of a jammer attack on MANET
scenarios. The DIDS scheme is implemented using a cluster topology required to improve the security level of
the network. The IDS improves the security level of the network by controlling the effect of the jammer nodes
transmission power and reducing interference level within the system.

2.5.1

Attack models: Potential Security threats

In this section, first we provide a brief introduction to security threats and vulnerabilities, and then we present
the challenges posed by these potential threats,
Wireless sensors networks, mobile ad hoc networks are emerging technologies which are composed of mobile
and sensor nodes adapting different topological structures with respect to their working environments.
Consequently, they are vulnerable to various network attacks which cannot be easily wiped out [16]. E.g., the
sensor node hardware could be easily modified by attackers, replacing it with malicious components which
could mislead sensors into wrong observations and an inaccurate computation which affects the end results, the
physical security of nodes making up the network cannot be assured which can significantly affect the system as
compared to internet servers.
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Security has remained an important issue in areas of mobile ad hoc and wireless sensor networks for sensitive
applications, these security threats (passive and active) attacks in the form of viruses, worms, cause distributed
denial of service, buffer overflow, node failures and untold alarming damage to the operations of the sensor
networks[16].
Many unique challenges arise in ad hoc networks and ensuring the security of the nodes and data generated
remains a great task considering the environmental consequences, With regards to topical issues of security
concern, there is an increasing demand for measures to guarantee and provide the following basic security
attributes; authentication, confidentiality, integrity as well as data availability of wireless ad hoc networks
which is part of the motivational scheme for implementation of Intrusion detection mechanism.

2.5.2 Traffic Analysis
A major security issue that has attracted many concerns in network management is the traffic analysis attack.
Traffic analysis is the term use for the process of eavesdropping, monitoring, obtaining and drawing inferences
on data sensitive information from a targeted network [4].
With WSNs, the attacker (analyst) examines the traffic flow between the sensor nodes to determine the patterns
of activity for the intended destination system, but the introduction of a security traffic flow could be used to
minimize the effect of the analysis. On the other hand this has been limited due to nodes limited-energy
conservation of the sensors.
Generally an unprotected network is vulnerable to several types of attacks, the wireless sensor networks which
constitutes a subsystem of the communication networks has been known to face possible security threats, a brief
discussion of these potential threats has been exemplified below which include:
Passive threat; Information Gathering: This is a special case of unauthorized access in which an intruder gains
access to resources gathering information within the communication nodes. Access to restricted resources can
occur in many ways (either an intruder can breach the resource through provision of powerful receiver system or
through obtaining vital credential of the system resource.
Node Subversion: This is based on the attack by eavesdropping; the intruder captures and tampers with the
wireless nodes thereby compromising the data and information content of the nodes. Once compromised, the
cryptographic keys and other related resource sensitive information of the nodes becomes vulnerable.
However, secure nodes must be designed to be tamper proof as well as leak proof [4] and should react quickly to
tampering under any events failure.
False Node: In MANETs/WSNs, an attack on modification of information occurs when unauthorized
information is entered or into an existing system resource. When an intruder ‘’adds’’ a node to system and
falsely obtain data or interrupt the transmission thereby modifying the system performance as well as
impersonates the nodes, this is referred to as false Node. Another form of false node is networking flooding
attack.
Node Malfunction: A node in a wireless network may malfunction and generate inaccurate or false data in
addition, if the node is the intermediary node, there exists problem of data forwarding to other designated nodes,
hence data packets are dropped in transit. These could be secured through detecting and culling of these nodes
from the network.

Node Outage: Failure of functionality occurs in certain nodes such as intermediary nodes, collection or
aggregation points, if this happens; the network becomes prone to attacks. This type of attack could be
minimized by designing a robust system good enough to mitigate the effect of node outages through provision
of alternative routes.
Message Corruption and Repudiation: Message corruption refers to the attack against integrity of a message in
which an intruder inserts its presence between the transmission nodes and corrupts the messages, while
repudiation refers to a denial to received information by a recipient over transmitted information; this is
typically attack over billing systems.
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2.5.3 Denial of Service (DoS) attack
One of the major consequences of security threats to wireless ad hoc networks is the denial of service attack
(DoS); this occurs when an entire network is prevented from normal targeted service, a total breakdown of the
system leading to service failures. DoS are produced by the unintentional failure of nodes or malicious actions
[31,] [20].
Generally, the simplest DoS attack tries to exhaust the resources available to the victim node by sending extra
unnecessary packets and thus prevents legitimate network users from accessing the services or resources to
which they are entitled. DoS is not only meant for the adversary’s attempt to subvert, disrupt, or destroy a
network, but also for any event that diminishes a network’s capability to provide a service. In ad hoc networks,
several types of DOS attack in different layers might be performed. Such varieties of DoS attacks, that exist in
Wireless ad hoc network such include:








Authentication request flooding: A client (or clients) could flood the network with authentication
requests.
Association request flooding: Similarly, client(s) could flood the network with association requests.
Rogue Spoofing: A rouge client(s) could spoof de-authentication requests to deny service to specific
clients
CTS/RTS: A flood of request-to send/clear-to-send (RTS/CTS) messages could deny service to the
wireless device on the network.
Jamming: Radio Frequency (RF)-level interference could increase noise on the wireless network to a
high degree of denial of service
The injection of malicious packets into the network disrupts the entire network operations
Constant and repeated broadcast of malicious packets into the system could results in total failure and
disconnection of the system.

At the physical layer, DoS attack could be jamming and tampering, at the link layer, collision, exhaustion, at
network layer neglect and greedhoming, misdirection, black holes and at the transport layer, this could be performed by malicious flooding For
the purpose of our work, in this paper, we focus on the jamming attack as a typical example of DoS attack, and
briefly describe the attack models and their effect in ad hoc networks. In the next section Table 1 shows the
summary of examples of various security attacks on protocol stacks followed by a summary of various security
and vulnerabilities in appendix A.
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Table 1
Examples of Security attacks on protocol stacks
Layer

Attacks

Application Layer

Repudiation, data corruption

Transport Layer

Session hijacking,
Worm hole, black hole, Byzantine, Flooding
Network Layer
Resource consumption, Location disclosure attacks
Data link Layer
Traffic,
analysis,
monitoring,
disruption
MAC(802.11),WEP weaknesses
Physical layer
Jamming, interceptions, eavesdropping
Multi-layer attacks
DoS, impersonation, replay, man –in-the-middle
___________________________________________________________________________

2.5.4 Jammer attack model
In this section, we briefly study the effect of jamming attack models and their malicious effect on wireless ad
hoc networks. We introduce a jamming1 attack due to radio interference. Any attempt by an attacker to
maliciously disrupt a wireless network by generating a continuous high radio frequency signal or noise power
within the entire wireless transceiver channel is referred to as jamming while the attacker or device used for this
action is known as the jammer.The common characteristics for all jamming attacks is that their communications
are not compliant with the MAC protocols [10], accordingly, the objective of the jammer is to disrupt or
interfere with legitimate transmission or routes within the wireless communication. This could be achieved by
total prevention of real traffic flow or from either the source or prevention of the reception of such legitimate
packets. In other words, the jammer action could be attributed to an attack towards a particular node thereby
compromising the reception capabilities of such node leading to the node misbehaviour. An example of the
intruder node model is described in Fig.7 further in the chapter.
A different range of attack strategies exhibited by the jammer attack has been considered based on their
performances and effectiveness in event of disrupting the wireless communication system. This consequential
footmark left by the attacker has been the target of many security aware prevention research for which we have
based our intrusion detection scheme. Several counter- measures have been devised according to wide variety of
jammer attack models. In this work, we consider various forms of jammer attack classifications which will be
implemented for the purpose of our simulation.

2.5.5 Jammer Classifications


Constant Jammer: A constant jammer continuously emits radio frequency signals inform of random
generated packets devoid of any MAC-layer protocol or rules. A high RF signal emitted into the
wireless channel creates a busy channel such that the sender senses the medium as busy. The constant
jammer specifically does not imply the carrier sense scheme; this means that it does not wait for the
channel to be idle before transmitting. Based on the underlying MAC [10] protocol the MAC- layer
determines whether a channel is idle or not, by comparing the signal strength measurement with a
fixed threshold which is lower that the signal strength generated by the constant jammer, thus the
constant jammer can effectively prevent legitimate traffic sources from getting through the channel.

1

For the scope of this work, jamming is any attack to deny service to legitimate users by generating high RF noise or fake /legitimate
protocol packets with spurious timing effect on the network.
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Deceptive Jammer: As the name implies, the deceptive jammer performs its activities by deception, it
constantly injects regular packets to the channel in between sequential transmissions without any
interval of time instead of sending out random bit. The deceptive jammer transmits semi-valid packets
which contains valid header but useless pay load. This creates a deceptive environment such that the
legitimate nodes sense the channel as transmitting valid traffic. Due to the consecutive transmission by
the jammer without any gap, the legitimate nodes are forced into listening modes and will be unable to
transmit any packet hence they back off.



Random Jammer This form of jamming in other words is referred to as sleep and wake this means
that a random jammer alternates its jamming process between ‘sleeping’ mode and jamming mode
instead of continuously sending out radio signals. During the jamming mode, it can either behave as a
constant jammer or deceptive jammer as described earlier and goes into a sleeping mode by turning its
radio off. This form of jamming takes into consideration energy efficiency and conservation while
observing the sleeping mode which forma a clear distinction between other forms of jamming.



Reactive Jammer: This form of jamming aims at targeting the receiver channel by sending its radio
signal only when the channel is sensed busy. In other words the reactive jammer takes into
consideration the traffic pattern unlike the previous described jammers which are active and aim at
depleting the energy resources of the entire network. Thus we note that [10] reactive jammers do not
necessarily conserve energy because the jammer’s radio transmitter must continuously be in order to
sense the channel.

2.6 Operational schemes and associated Vulnerabilities
Although the emerging technologies of WSNs offer new opportunities for improved communication network, it
also attracts certain vulnerabilities to the security issues. These are the applicable limitations in which various
categories of WSNs operational schemes vary in terms of computational complexity, mobility, network size as
well as security pit falls, some employing the use of complex algorithms for data processing and data
aggregations. Assuming the presence of base stations and or controller, these vulnerabilities can be subcategorized as follows;

2.6.1: Draw Backs
2.6.1.1 Noise: In general noise can severely limit an IDS’s effectiveness. Bad packets generated from software
bugs, corrupt DNS data, and local dropped packets can create a significant high false alarm rate
2.6.1.2 False alarms: In certain cases, it is not uncommon for the number of real attacks to be far below the
false alarm rate, however, real attacks are often so far below the false alarm rate that they are often missed or
ignored.
2.6.1.3 Signature Updates: It is observed that a constantly changing library of signatures is needed to mitigate
potential threats; hence many attacks are geared toward specific versions of software that are usually outdated.
Thus outdated signature databases can leave the IDS vulnerable to new attacks.
Consequently, the following factors have been attributed to vulnerability issues of sensor and ad hoc networks
which make them highly susceptible to different forms of network attack as earlier described

2.6.1.4 Presence of Remote Management.
Investigations showed that the advent of sensor networks offers more automations and centralization of network
management functions resulting in remote management of network elements (NEs) [5]. Such remote functions
replace on-site maintenance which creates room for more intruders.
2.6.1.5 Direct Data Transmission.
Otherwise known as simple collection and transmission, this involves periodic measurements taken by the
sensor and transmitting the data directly to the collection point, transmission can occur immediately after data
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collection or at certain time intervals. In this scheme, there is no node routing or node co-operation as data is
transmitted directly to the base station.
Analysis showed that this scheme is vulnerable to attacks directed against the link layer, such as denial of
service attacks as well as spoofing attacks; loss of confidentiality occurs if the data is not encrypted.
The provision of tamper proof systems is advisable which creates alarm in event of tampering.
2.6.1.6 Data Forwarding.
This scheme involves ‘data routing’ (a node receives the data and forwards it to the next node without dropping
it) unlike the earlier scheme mentioned above, here the sensor collects and transmit data to any neighboring
sensor that lies on the path of the controller, the forwarding routine is then carried out by the intermediate
sensors which then forwards the data to extended neighbors en-route to the collect point.
However, in addition to being vulnerable to attacks as seen above, this scheme is also susceptible to black hole,
data corruption and resource exhaustion.
2.6.1.7 Data Control.
In this scheme, also known as process and command, commands are issued out to the nodes through the
controller directly or via forwarding, on receipt of these commands; the nodes then configure or re-configure
themselves accordingly. The combination of solicited (process and command) and unsolicited transmission
(direct or forwarding) of data is inherent in this scheme which results in more computational complexity and
waste of energy resources. Although this helps control the amount of data handled by the Mobile and sensor
networks.
The transmission of data is carried out on a one-to-one basis unlike the unsolicited transmission where data is
transmitted on a many-to one basis or one-to-many basis. This means that the transmitted data is broadcasted
and not solely intended for the base station and all the available nodes using either uni-cast or multicast systems,
hence there is need to a distributed and cooperative functional process to effect and detect any abnormal pattern
traces in the network.

CHAPTER 3
Security Mechanisms
Various security mechanisms have been proposed and implemented to counter the effect of malicious attack in
ad-hoc networks. The conventional approaches such as encryption, authentication, access control and digital
signatures provide the first line of defense. While as a second line of defense, intrusion detection and
cooperation enforcement mechanisms [32] have been implemented in much architecture.
We present two important security mechanisms employed in wireless sensors networks; Efficient Key
Management Scheme (EKMS) and Distributed Intrusion detection system (DIDS).We first introduce the EKMS,
its attributes and challenges to wireless sensor networks. Furthermore we focus on the intrusion detection
system and its capabilities and provide our analysis on the implementation of DIDS on the topology control
protocols needed to evaluate their security performance.

3.1 Efficient Key Management Scheme. (EKMS)
Efficient key management and security of networking have been leveled on proper key management schemes
which cut across many security solutions.
In sensor networks, due to unreliable wireless media, host mobility and lack of infrastructure providing secure
connectivity among sensor nodes becomes a security challenge presenting itself to various forms of security
attack [33]. Key management is a central aspect for security in ad-hoc networks, the computational load and
complexity for key management is strongly subject to restriction of the node’s available resources and the
dynamic nature of network topology.
We study the concept of secure EKMS [34]. This deals with key generation, storage, distribution, updating,
revocation, and certificate service, in accordance with security policies. It employs the use of a secret sharing
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scheme and an underlying multicast server group. In Secure EKMS, the server group creates a view of the
certification authority (CA) and provides certificate update service for all nodes. A ticket scheme is introduced
for efficient service.
Usually cryptographic techniques are required for efficient security, having two dominant categories namely;
symmetric- key (secret key) and asymmetric key (public key) to achieve efficient security in wireless sensor
networks, it is important to be able to perform various cryptographic operations. The asymmetric cryptography
is widely used because of its versatility (authentication, integrity and confidentiality) and simplicity for key
distribution.
Several secure routing protocols have been proposed .e.g. SRP, SEAD and SAODV [34], however, almost of
them rely on the existence of key management. Varieties of cryptographic techniques exist such as DES, AES
IDEA, and RSA, the details and discussion are not covered in this work.
Studies has shown that many encryption schemes such as EKMS are practically resource-intensive, these
consumes quite far more energy, computational complexity, memory usage, time and cost than required
ordinarily to transmit raw and unprotected data value, in addition, certain network nodes are not capable of
performing task- specific processing on encrypted data, hence the use of private keys at each node is assumed
inefficient thereby creating more rooms for unsecured networks. Therefore there is need to integrate intrusion
detection mechanism with corresponding protocol applications.

3.2 Intrusion Detection System (IDS)
Intrusion detection can be describe informally as a security mechanism which attempts to identify those who are
trying to break into and misuse a system without authorization and those who have legitimate access to the
system but are abusing the privilege [35].
Prevention based approaches can significantly reduce potential attacks; however they cannot totally eliminate
intrusion. The aftermath of a node attack left the node more open to attacks. This renders the prevention-based
technique less resilient to malicious attacks. Practically insiders can cause greater damage. Therefore, intrusion
detection systems (IDSs) are required for providing a highly-secured system as the second line of defense.
3.2.1 Types of Intrusion detection system
Generally there are two common types of intrusion detection: anomaly-based detection and misused -based
detection. Also we discuss the third, which is a hybrid form of IDS.






Anomaly based detection. An anomaly-based detection technique creates normal profiles of systems
states or user behaviors and compares them with current activities [35].The normal profiles (or normal
behaviors) of users are kept in the system. The system compares the captured data with these profiles
and then treats any activity that deviate from the baseline as possible intrusion by informing system
administrators or initializing proper responses [36].The main advantage of anomaly-based detection is
that it does not require prior knowledge of intrusion and can thus detect new intrusions. The main
disadvantage is that it may not be able to describe what the attack is and may have high false positive
rate.
Misuse-based detection. A misuse-based detection encodes known attack signatures and system
vulnerabilities and stores them in a database. If deployed IDS find a match between current activities
and signatures, an alarm is generated.
Specification-based detection: A hybrid based- detection known as specification-based detection
combines the advantages of misuse detection and anomaly detection by using manually developed
specifications to characterize legitimate system behaviors. Specification-based detection approaches
are similar to anomaly detection techniques in that both of them detect attacks as deviations from
normal profile. We will exemplify the specification –based detection later in this work by using a set of
rules according to our proposed technique required to establish detection on various attack models.
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3.2.2 Passive system VS Reactive System.
In a passive system, the IDS sensor carries out a signal detection scheme by detecting a security breach, logs the
information and signals an alert to the base station, whereas in reactive system, the IDS responds to suspicious
activities by resetting the connection or re configuration of the firewall so as to prevent suspected malicious
attacks from entering the network traffic.
However, IDS differs from firewall in that firewall acts or looks inwardly for intrusions in order to stop them
from happening by limiting the access between networks and to prevent, but do not signal an attack from within
the network. An ID system evaluates a suspected intrusion once it has taken place and signals an alarm. It also
watches for attacks that originate from within the system. This is traditionally achieved by examining the
network communications, identifying heuristic and patterns (signatures) of common computer attacks and taking
actions to alert the operators.

3.3 Intrusion Detection and the technical challenges of Ad hoc Networks
3.3.1 Security and performance
Considering the wireless sensor networks, which are considered the sensing technology of the future
incorporating large numbers of un-tethered sensor nodes which can be used for sensing, computing and
communication as well as enforcing security. In this section we study major constraints limiting the network
security and performance; energy conservation and network availability. While the later has remained key
challenges in the intrusion detection and topology control design consideration of ad hoc networks, the former
are undoubtedly underlying critical factors in the implementation process. Owing to the different security
mechanism proposed in the chapter, these challenges form the basis of our performance analysis which will be
detailed in subsequent chapters.
Consequently given the current rate of explosion from the use of wireless networks, there has been increasing
research over the improvement of security mechanism through intrusion detection systems in MANETs
compared with wired networks, where traffic monitoring is usually done at switches, routers and gateways, the
mobile ad hoc environment does not have such traffic concentration points where IDS can collect audit data for
the entire network [37].This has become a great security challenge, therefore intrusion detection techniques
must be designed to function with information update within localized activities.

3.3.2 Energy Consumption
Energy conservation remains a vital problem in the deployment of wireless sensor nodes which unarguably
undermines the security and connectivity of the entire network. An important performance measure for wireless
sensor networks [23], is the network life time rooted to the energy consumption. A major constraint in which
several energy efficient mechanisms have been proposed but none has been able to accommodate an optimal
flow of energy required to secure and improve the life time of the network nodes.
Energy consumption, at sensor level have been described in various ways, because the most challenging issue in
sensor network is limited and un-rechargeable energy provision. It is desirable to develop an energy-efficient
processing technique that minimizes power requirements taking into consideration the fundamental properties of
sensor networking; sensing, computation and communications.
3.3.3

Sensing Energy

Although various topology control schemes with different sources of power consumption mechanisms have
been developed in different applications to prolong the life time of the network nodes, these have little or in no
way alleviated the needed lasting solutions to the ad hoc problems.
However, it becomes quite imperative to evaluate certain fundamental properties of ad hoc wireless networks
needed to establish strong connectivity and efficient energy resources.
Let us look at the following issues as it concerns control activities of the network:
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 Control packets overhead: One of the power control measures is to control the overhead packets by
establishing multiple access schemes employing the following basic properties such as (RTS, CTS, and
ACK).
 Sleep and wake: Also referred to as idle listening, the receiver or destination node is subjected to an
idle state or which signifies a passive connection, the transmit power maintains the same magnitude as
the receive power hence no effective transmission is initiated.
 Retransmission: Collision avoidance is a significant factor in controlling power consumption while
retransmission of the lost packets tends to reduces the effect of high energy loss
 Selective Route: Transmission of packets across the nodes with low battery or energy levels is reduced
while maintaining connectivity between energy effective nodes.

3.3.4

Functions of Network Intrusion Detection

Intrusion detection systems are designed to enhance fact finding operations in computer systems, the goal is to
help accomplish the task of searching and detecting of attacks by collecting related information from a variety of
system and network sources, thereafter analyzing the collected information for symptoms or traces of security
disorders. The IDS provides the following functions:







Auditing of system configurations and vulnerabilities
Monitoring and analysis of user and system activities
Assessing the integrity of critical system and data files
Recognition of activity patterns reflecting known attacks
Statistical analysis for abnormal activity patterns
Operating system audit trial management with recognition of user reflecting policy violations

CHAPTER 4
Proposed Distributed Intrusion Detection System (DIDS)
Intrusion detection systems (IDS) in mobile/sensor networks have been proposed to suite the characteristics of
the wireless environment. The IDS architecture for a wireless ad hoc network may depend on the network
infrastructure itself. Wireless networks may be configured in either flat or multi-layered network infrastructure.
In a multi-layered network infrastructure, all nodes are considered heterogeneous, while in a flat network
infrastructure, all nodes are considered homogenous (equal and may participate in routing functions) [5, 36,
39].The IDS can be classified into three categories which can be adjusted and suited for MANET/WSN systems;
Stand Alone: This form is categorized as an independent architecture in which the nodes operates independently
and is responsible for detecting attacks on its own accord. Such IDS does not share any information or cooperate
with other systems. This implies that all the network nodes are capable of running IDS [35].
Distributed and Cooperative: In this case all the nodes are running their own IDS which cooperate in order to
create a global intrusion detection mechanism. Many localization protocols have been proposed in this scheme
to help sensor nodes to estimate their locations while running IDS. For our purpose, IDSs are installed on cluster
head nodes.
Hierarchical: In this category, the network is divided into clusters with the formation of cluster- head nodes.
These nodes are responsible for routing within the cluster and accept all the accusation messages from the other
cluster members indicating malicious activities. Additionally the cluster-head nodes may also detect attacks
against the other cluster-head nodes of the network as they constitute the backbone of the routing infrastructure
[38].In this section, we propose a DIDS technique based on Cluster- node Control, this scheme shares some
ideas with modifications, from previous works in [35][37]. We introduce a cluster algorithm employing
distributed and cooperative detection mechanism required to detect anomalies among the network nodes.
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4.1 Cluster-based Architecture
Clustering is a method by which nodes are placed into groups called clusters. A cluster head is elected for each
cluster which maintains a list of nodes belonging to the same cluster as well as the path to every node which is
updated in a proactive manner [39].Cluster can be formed based on many criteria such as communication range,
transmission power, number and type of sensors, localization etc.In this work, the cluster heads collaboratively
locate the deployed sensors and regroup them so that the sensor’s transmission energy is minimized while
maintaining connectivity. Based on our mechanism, we assume static sensor nodes with cluster-head nodes
(green link).
Specifically the whole network is divided into non-overlapping zones (clusters) as shown in figure 4 with intra
cluster nodes (blue link) (also called gateway nodes, i.e. those nodes that have remote connection to different
clusters), of each clusters which are responsible for aggregating and correlating locally generated alerts inside
the cluster. Intra-cluster heads after detecting local anomaly generate an alert and broadcast their alerts within
the clusters. In a DIDS the gateway nodes can as well utilize alerts to generate alarms which can effectively
reduce false alarm ratio and improve the detection ratio. The value of K’ signifies the degree of data aggregation
(no of Neighbors/hop count) between the cluster head (CH) and the sensor nodes (Node-to Sink) owing to the
type of routing protocol. For a given value of K, nodes within a k-symmetric2 transmission range are organized
into a cluster, re-elects a cluster head (CH) to distribute routing information and to maintain a bi-directional link
with each sensor node, otherwise nodes within k-asymmetric are excluded from the cluster or disengaged from
collaboration.

Figure 4: Proposed Ad hoc network DIDS Cluster-based Architecture

4.2 DIDS Cluster-head node Model
The IDS is distributed and cooperative in nature. Each cluster-head node is responsible for detecting signs of
intrusion, by processing information received from the IDS data collection units within its domain cluster
locally and independently. The base station in its autonomy is assigned the privilege to monitor and detect signs
of intrusion and responses within the virtual cluster outside the environment.
With modifications to works in [36, 40,and 41],our DIDS is composed of different subsystems: Mobile
agent(MA), Static agent,(SA),Nodal agent(NA) and Compromised node list (CNL) (also called Victim node
list).A static agent is installed in every cluster head node and the local head. The SA at the base station runs
2

k-symmetric Transmission range is the least distance formed within a minimum spanning tree (MST)
Between neighbor nodes within the network, the reverse is the case for k-asymmetric transmission range.
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autonomously, receives intrusion detection reports from cluster head nodes and monitors activities (including
node data trace, route change (node density), average path length, transmission power). The SA is configured to
maintain multiple functions where each activity monitors the victim node for different classes of attack. These
functionalities run at regular configured time interval to check the log files for any trace of attack. Figure 5
illustrates our DIDS cluster-head node frame work.
Mobile agents resident in the cluster- head are responsible for collecting evidences of an attack from all the
compromised nodes and for further analysis of the gathered data. Several MAs are associated with each clusterhead and forms the power house of the IDS server. The CNL contains list of all compromised nodes and
inventory of all suspected anomalies within the network. The NAs are the most common service agents and are
resident in every mobile /sensor node within the network and predominantly aid in signaling the SAs of possible
attacks by monitoring local events (normal listening) via the IDS running in the application server as well as
notifying the MAs based on node density and the change in route accompanied by packet flow control. Also
within the DIDS cluster head, a cluster maintenance module proactively maintains the route information of all
cluster members in each cluster based on topology changes (i.e. node switch, link update, link loss etc.).All data
are retransmitted to the IDS for verification and classification. The DIDS (CH) model has been divided into
three basic functional units:

4.2.1 Data Analysis Unit
In this unit, all messages and input data collected from the monitored unit are listened to in promiscuous mode
and important information is filtered and stored in the cache for subsequent analysis. This information might
include message fields required for rule based application processes. For the purpose of our mechanisms, the
information include attack traces with packet transmit power, packet arrival rates, data sizes, number of hops,
etc. Data extracted from messages are sent to gateway nodes for further processing according to predefined rules
over a given time frame or at the expiration of buffer space.

4.2.2 Application Unit
This unit incorporates the rule based applications governing the detection scheme made possible through
various activities within and outside the cluster. Routing processes and packet transmission patterns are used to
determine imminent misbehavior or intrusion in event of attack. Cluster maintenance forms the backbone for
which successful rules are applied. In this unit, each entry in the array data structure is evaluated according to
sequence of the message specific rules following our defined intrusion rule set. The failure of a message
applicable to a particular rule necessitates an increment in the failure counter followed by the discard of such
message without any further rule applied to it, which is received at the destination as invalid packet and
discarded.
4.2.3 IDS Server Unit
The intrusion detection capabilities of our proposed model are centered on this unit in which all the agents
within the CH establish a bidirectional link by monitoring and detecting anomalies within the network. In order
to implement IDS which is capable of distinguishing occasional network failures from attack instances
promoted by intruders, we present our model which monitors the effect of similarities in event of common and
suspected failures. This is illustrated in figures 7 and 8.
This technique introduces a pattern anomaly preceded by intrusion traces whereby all decisions and responses
are subjected to comparison and detection of intrusion.
The IDS can also be formulated as a pattern classification problem [37], [35], in which classifiers are designed
to classify observed activities as normal or intrusive based on an identified feature set. The authors apply two
well known classifiers; RIPPER and Support Vector Machine Light (SVM) light. Ripper [47] is decision treeequivalent classifiers for rule detection based on incremental reduce error pruning (IREP).By separating
provided data into appropriate classes RIPPER can compute rules and detect anomalies. Well for our purpose
our approach does not implement such scheme.
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Figure 5: Proposed DIDS Cluster-head node Model

4.3 Implementation
Our work enables a flexible cluster-head topology control framework that utilizes cluster nodes and data
aggregation network topologies with reduced energy consumption required to improved network security level.
The basic idea is to implement an intrusion detection system required to detect the presence of a jammer attack
within the network. The proposed scheme (DIDS) follows a three –phase structure for the implementation
process. First we employ a clustering algorithm with the formation of a cluster-head, then the neighbor
discovery phase following distributed and cooperative information dissemination and thirdly the detection
algorithm based on related attacks and classifications of normal and abnormal profiles taking into consideration
a jammer attack process.
4.3.1

Clustering Creation Phase:

In order to provide scalability and maintain connectivity among the sensor nodes, the network is partitioned
into a number of non-overlapping groups called clusters as seen in previous section: figure.4.1. These clusters
are created using cluster algorithms and each cluster member maintains a QoS parametric information table [14]
about its cluster member. Routing is typically divided into two types: routing within the cluster (intra cluster
routing) and routing between different clusters (inter-cluster routing).
In this section, we present a clustering algorithm and protocols that enable our implementation of DIDS and
secure connectivity of the sensor networks. The clustering technique (hierarchical) requires single or multi-hop
connectivity information to perform a cluster creation. The cluster boundary or radius is adjusted based on the
control congestion factor k' which is a measure of the degree of number of hops between nodes. If the control
factor k is greater than a maximum symmetric path length (k > dmax), this implies a more dense topology with
reduced hop count. If the control congestion factor lies between the maximum and minimum path length (dmin ≤
k ≤ dmax) it signifies a medium dense cluster topology and thus the hop count is increased by one or more to
maintain strong connectivity. However if the congestion control factor k is less than the minimum path length (k
< dmin), it denotes a sparse cluster topology and the hop count is incremented by a factor of two or more to
maintain stronger connectivity.
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2. If ((SCH←{v:v is final cluster head≠Ø
3. My_cluster_head←least_cost (SCH)
4. Form cluster (cluster_head_ID, NodeID
5. Else cluster_head_msg (NodeID, final-CH,
cost)
6. Else Cluster_head_msg (NodeID, final CH,
cost)
Repeat
1. If((SCH←{v:v is a cluster head})≠Ø)
2. my_cluster-head←least_cost(SCH)
3. If(my_cluster_head=NodeID)
4. If(CHprob=1)
Cluster_head_msg (NodeID, final_CH,
cost)
5. is_final CH←TRUE
6. Else
7. Cluster_head_msg(NodeID,final,tenta
_CH,cost)
8. Elseif (CHprob=1)
9. Cluster_head_msg(NodeID,final
CH,cost)
10. is-final CH←TRUE
11. Elseif Rand(0,1) ≤ CHprob
12. Cluster_head_msg(NodeID,tentatve_C
H,cost)
13. CHprevious←CHprob
14. CHprob←min(CHprobx2,1)
Until CHprevious=1

(a). Clustering Creation Algorithm
1 S: S={ID’s neighbor nodes, hop
counts, current ID}
2 If {(cur_id = max(S)}
Forward all nodes in set S (cur_id,
cluster_id, dmin, dmax)
S= S-{cur_id}
3. For S= {Ø}
Accept neighbor nodes (ID, cid, dmin, dmax)
If (ID ==cid) and cluster_id=UNKNOWN or
cluster_id > cid)
, dmax, dmin=NOTSET or dmax > diff (cur_dmaxdmin)
If Cluster_id = cid;dmax=diff (cur_dmax-dmin)
S= S-{id}
4. If {(cur_id =min(S)}
If
(cluster_id==UNKNOWN),
cluster_id=cur_id;
Forward all nodes in set S (cur_id,
cluster, dmax, dmin)
S =S – {cur_id}
(b). Cluster- head Creation Algorithm
Initialize
1.
S={v:v lies within my cluster range}
2.
Compute and broadcast cost to Snbr
3.
CHprob←max (Cprob x Eres,Pmin/Emax)
4.
Is-final CH←FALSE
Conclude
1. if (is-final_CH=FALSE)

In (a) above, the clustering algorithm produces non-overlapping hierarchical clusters which are formed based
on degree of nodes neighbor (hop count).The nodes within a k-symmetric distance are grouped together within a
cluster as each node maintains a route table with QoS values and monitoring updates of all cluster members.
Each node generates a generic code to identify its k-symmetric neighbor and forwards the ID within its cluster
using the equation (1). Acceptance of more neighbor nodes into the cluster is ensured if the received codes are
verified and validated to have same properties with the existing neighbor, a set S with identical profiles forms
the cluster, and this is computed using equation (2).

y=f (id)

(1)

y=g (id, curid)

(2)

One of the essential operations in sensor node clustering is to create/select a set of cluster heads from the set of
nodes in the network, and then ‘cluster’ the remaining nodes with these heads. The algorithm in (b) represents a
cluster head creation based on a Hybrid Energy Efficient Distributed (HEED) protocol pseudo code in
[36].Cluster heads are responsible for coordination among the nodes within their clusters and aggregation of
their data (intra-cluster coordination), as well as communication with each other and /or with external observers
on behalf of their clusters (inter-cluster communication).
To effect a successful intrusion detection mechanism in order to promote the sensor network life time while
maintaining network connectivity, we consider the cluster head creation/selection based on the average energy
cost (residue energy) of each neighboring node and the average path length which is a function of
communication cost in terms of neighbor proximity or cluster density, hence a measure of the congestion
control factor
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4.3.2

Neighbor Discovery Phase

Neighbor discovery as part of our DIDS scheme in ad hoc/sensor nodes applications provide a proactive form of
message forwarding using node cooperation required to prevent intruders disrupting the network operations. As
in [14], node cooperation relying on the detection of deviations from expected neighbor behavior remains a vital
process. A watchdog approach [4] is another technique used in neighbor monitoring and selective forwarding. In
this context, as depicted in figure 6, we use the neighbor discovery based on distributed and cooperative
solution.
We study the concept of message forwarding sequence within an aggregate cluster as a form of intrusion
containment. As shown in figure 6, Neighbor discovery uses a diffusion process and hop count figure 6 to
initialize message routes among the nodes while maintaining local updates with every neighbor. By discovery
the sink or cluster head node initiates a topology route by first sending out its Beacon Topology Control
message (BTC) at a maximum transmission power. Among other things, the BTC serves as a wakeup call to all
cluster members in event of any imminent danger. Upon receipt of the message all nodes within the nearest hop
(k-distance) are set to alert for possible update and forwarding. On sensing any intrusion, a reactive form of alert
known as containment is initialized. This refers to the attack confirmation, containment and collective action of
all the neighboring nodes within the cluster and including cluster heads against suspected intrusion. Figure 7
illustrates the detection and containment of an intruder using node cooperation following neighbor discovery
process.

Figure 6: Forwarding sequence of BTC messages via hop count.
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Figure 7: Intruder detection in the node discovery phase adapted [14]

Initially, each sensor node Ni, (for i=1) tries to discover its neighbors using the MAC layer beaconing at the
maximum transmission energy (residue energy) while maintaining a neighbor update (N*i) within a
considerable hop count. As we noted earlier in section 4.2, the cluster head (CH) node while monitoring initiates
discovery process by probing all cluster members and requesting updates, it issues out beacon topology control
messages (BTCs) which contains a list of k least distant neighbors (Nki), among other fields which are updated
and subsequently broadcasted to all other nodes as shown in figure 6.
Following a suspected misbehavior on node 3(e.g. abnormal packet drops) the gateway (monitor) node(s) (e.g.
nodes, 5, 6, 1, 2) communicates with each other, and informs other neighbor nodes depicted in (Fig.7). Each
cluster member i verifies their degree of symmetry with the CH and/or the gateway node(s) and the intruder
node 3 denoted by j, If i and j are k-symmetric i.e. ({j/j Є Nki} ˄ i/i ϵ Nkj}) the CH sends the profiles to the base
station for verification while the receiver nodes self-organizes themselves. If there exist k-asymmetric, i.e. ({j/j Э
Nki} ˄ i/i ϵ Nkj}), the gateway nodes re-selects a CH and maintain a new cluster so as to contain the intruder
within its allocated cluster. The base station compares the intruder node’s profile with previous packet
receptions over time intervals, if received packet profile conforms to the statistics of the neighbors, it is accepted
as normal otherwise a deviation signals an intrusion. This will be detailed further in the next section.

4.3.3

Detection Phase

Following a hybrid detection scheme such as the specification-based detection technique earlier discussed in
section 2, we briefly take an insight into the pre-supposed attack models and related rules which forms the basis
of establishing our IDS algorithm. The following steps pre-suppose an initial line of action aimed at designing
an appropriate IDS algorithm as indicated below;

a) Pre-select from the available set of rules, pattern traces and information from those that can be
required/used to establish or monitor the anomalous features in the detection process.
b) Determine appropriate parameters of the selected rules or data set with the values of the intrusion
definitions.
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c) Compare the information under normal patterns required by the preselected rule with the information
available at the target network for any abnormal incident of activities in order to obtain definite
response.

4.3.4 Proposed Intrusion rules and definitions
Having considered the pre-selection steps as above, we then define a set of rule-based metrics which forms part
of the detection processes required to establish intrusion detection within the network. In this section, our DIDS
mechanism follows a detection principle established under these rules in which certain failures are considered
either as common or as a result of intruder attacks.
Interval rule: Considering a pre-defined time frame, a failure is observed if the time passed between the
receptions of two consecutive messages is larger or smaller than the allowed limits .Probable attacks in this
category are the jamming and negligence attack, in which the receiver channel node does not send data
messages generated by a Transmitter node due to jamming interference, Noise, and the exhaustion attack, in
which the energy consumption rate is increased due to higher jammer transmit power level .
Integrity rule: Any attack on modification of the transmitted packet within the transmission channel is subject to
anomaly and will be detected based on this rule. A propagation failure due to the jammers interference in the
network constitutes example of such rule and will be used as part of our detection process.
Transmission/Retransmission rule: Monitoring by the monitor node pertaining to number of messages intended
for any of its neighbor’s falls below expectancy as the nodes fails to forward the message to the next hop. Three
types of attacks that can be detected by this rule are the jamming attack, black hole attack and the selective
forwarding attack. In these attacks, the intruder suppresses some or all messages that were supposed to be
transmitted or retransmitted, for forwarded preventing them from reaching their intended destinations in the
network.
Delay rule: The transmission of a message by a monitor’s neighbor must occur before a defined time out
otherwise an attack will be detected. For the purpose of our proposed algorithm, we shall cut across these rules
as part of our implementation process. We determine the delay sequence spread due to misbehaving node
activities under a jammer attack.

4.4 Detection Algorithm
The complexity of a detection algorithm depends on the characteristics features of the system which is a
function of many communicating features.
For simplicity, we present our distributed method which is in compliance with the sensing, communication and
computational capabilities of a MANET/Sensor networks. With slight modifications to previous work in [14],
our algorithm has a packet arrival sequence based on a transceiver buffer window.
As stated earlier, owing to the pre selection steps, every neighbor node statistics is recorded according to the rate
of packet transmission and reception, here only the last received no of N packets are used to calculate the
relevant statistics and then compared with each arriving packet, this is stored in a packet buffer of length L. If
the received packet conforms to the statistics of the existing neighbors without any trace of violations of the predefined rules, it is accepted as normal and forwarded to be used for new calculations. The oldest packet’s values
are removed from the list following a first-in-first-out (FIFO) order and the following metric values are
recorded; the arrival time, No of packet drops and the transceiver power.
In order to determine the rate of anomalies in the transceiver powers, we set a confidence limits where the
minimum and maximum values of each packet’s receive powers are updated for every packet reception. A
deviation from these confidence (below the minimum and above the maximum) limits signifies an anomaly. An
anomalous packet is one in which its received powers is below or above the confidence limits currently in the
buffer of length L.
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Considering the pre-defined rules stated above and for application-specific using jammer node deployments, an
intrusion alarms may be raised with each suspected anomalous packet or the occurrence of consecutive number
of abnormal patterns exhibited by the received packets. See (Fig.8), such packets are isolated which makes up
the compromised node list (CNL) and stored in a new buffer (intrusion buffer) of length L2 pending decision.
In addition to the transmit power variations, the rate at which packets were received based on new sequential
buffer length L2 were represented using two consecutive ratios of packet arrival rate. The comparison between
the ratio of current rate R2 and the previous rate R1 determines the threshold value of K (Fig.9).The threshold
value K reflects the changing buffer window pattern with intrusion rules as applicable to the anomaly detection.

4.5 Anomaly detection
Our proposed distributed intrusion detection scheme phases can be summarizes based on the following
assumptions:









A MANET node sends to neighboring nodes an ‘intrusion (or anomaly) state request following a
jamming intrusion alert.
Each node including the initiation nodes then propagates the state information, indicating ´the
likelihood of an intrusion or misbehavior of a neighbor node.
Each node including the CH can independently determine whether the aggregate(distributive) received
reports indicate an intrusion or anomaly and send response to the base station
Anomalous pattern traces is observed in terms of deviations in transmit powers and packet arrival
Any node within the network that detects an intrusion communicates with its k-neighbor and finally to
the CH for subsequent attack containment and then initiate a response.
A jammer attack and response activities are observable via simulation
Normal and jammer intrusion activities have distinct behavior which are seen on the networks graphs
Intrusion detection therefore involves capturing audit data and reasoning about the evidence in the data
to determine the presence of an attack.

Figure 8: Anomaly detection of received power [14]
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Figure 9: Anomaly detection of Packets arrival rate [14]

CHAPTER 5
Simulation Models
To evaluate the performance of DIDS mechanism, we implement the anomaly detection in a network simulator
and conduct series of simulation runs using the OPNET® simulator v14.5 [46].The importance of this simulation
is to evaluate the degree of responsiveness of our intrusion detection by observing the presence of a jammer
attack against the transmission and reception patterns of packets within the network. Following our feature
selection based on detection of jammer intrusion attack, we consider the different jamming attacks in discussed
earlier and study the effect of our IDS scheme on the jammer attack relative to the network throughput.
Many simulation tools are available for wireless ad hoc networks such as NS-2, [38], OPNET, GloMoSIM, etc.
OPNET has been used extensively based on its wide acceptable level of confidence in validation of results. We
have adopted the use of OPNET simulation tool for realistic analysis and performance evaluation of our
intrusion detection technique. In this work, our aim is to simulate a jamming (DoS) attack using transmit and
receive powers as well as nodes’ packet arrival rate variations as part of our data traces in order to draw
inferences on anomalous patterns in the presence of such jammer attacks. According to our proposed scheme,
OPNET provides a graphical user interface (GUI) for a MANET network scenario which enables realistic
simulation of networks with a performance data collection and display module providing us to wide variety of
simulation environments..
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5.1 The Propagation model
We implement the use of default wireless models with few modifications obtained in OPNET library to emulate
the noise traffic, propagation delay, radio interference, received power, bit error rate and signal strength, etc.
required suit our performance evaluation. OPNET utilizes its Radio Transceiver Pipeline (RTP) as the
propagation model to model the radio link for a broadcast medium. The RTP consist of fourteen stages of which
are mostly executed on a per-receiver basis at every transmission. The characteristics of the default models
obtained in these 14-stages are detailed in [46].
In our simulation preference, we assume that the wireless channel does not change during the transmission of
the whole packets; however, it exhibits random mobility and independent of packets. By employing the lognormal shadowing path loss model [14] required to calculate the receive power variations at different packet
reception. This is made possible by the OPNET® RTP stage 7. Thus we assume that the average received power
decreases with distance d ~ (1/d) α with a noise fluctuation represented by a zero mean Gaussian random
variable denoted as Xδ, (expressed in dB) where δ represents the fading or shadowing deviation also expressed
in dB. We define the path loss for which the transmit packets within the wireless channel is associated with.

The path loss can be defined as the ratio of the transmitted power to the received power usually expressed in dB
depicted as;

Pr (d) [dB] = Ptr [dBm] -PL (d) [dB]

(3)

Where Ptr is the output power of the transmitter relative to the receiver power Pr. The equation from the least
square regression analysis shows that the path loss at distance d is of the general formula;
PL (d) [dB] =PL (d0) + 10αlog (d/d0) + Xδ

(4)

Where PL (d) is the path loss from a distance d normalized from a reference distance d0 with the variable α
known as the path loss exponent and δ is called the shadowing deviation.

5.2 OPNET Simulation model.
In this section, we present our simulation environment using the OPNET® simulation tools, the wireless node
models, network model, and the traffic models and their attributes used for our simulation.
5.2.1 Network Model
The simulation of our Intrusion detection scheme using OPNET modeler is implemented based on the IEEE
Wireless 802.11 standard employing the MAC layers and PHY layers. In this model, there are four separate
scenarios; scenario 1 is made up of 3 nodes (a jammer node, a single transmitter node and single a receiver
node) within a 75mx75m area deployed in a fixed position for our training sequence, scenario 2 consists of 10
nodes (a jammer node, a transmitter node and receiver nodes), scenario 3 is composed of 20 nodes within a
cluster formation, while scenario 4 is an extension of scenario 3 but at the introduction of misbehaving node to
determine the response under a spoofing attack on the selfish node. Subsequently all nodes are distributed
randomly in static positions within a 100mx100m area network as shown in figure12.
Two types of cluster network topology using the MANET station nodes are considered; uniform cluster and
(proposed DIDS) cluster topology. In both setup, both the jammer nodes and the legitimate transceiver
(monitoring and sensor) nodes are deployed in an ad hoc fashion and it is assumed that each legitimate node can
communicate with its immediate neighbor(s) (k- symmetric) with a minimum distance not more than 300m as
specified by the IEEE802.11 standard.
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Figure 10: Simulated network scenario
with 3 wireless nodes.

Figure 11: Wireless attributes of the network nodes

Figure 12: Simulated network scenarios with 20 wireless nodes.
For the scope of our work which is aimed at reducing computation overheads in the design process to enhance
greater compatibility with our proposed scheme we have chosen to model the network using the MANET station
nodes to conform to part of our ad hoc formation.
The network model emulate typical wireless ad hoc network where the wireless nodes are located within
different hotspots. Such examples of hotspots are a library and conference room within a university premise in
which users communicate and maintain updates of events.

5.2.2 Node Model
The node model used in our simulation basically consist of the three wireless node models comprising of the
jammer node, the transmitter and the receiver nodes, these nodes maintain common attributes with slight
differences based on our modification. In this section we only present the jam3 nodes as discussed earlier in
chapter 2, there are three different types of jammer nodes obtained in the OPNET wireless suit for our
simulation and evaluations, which include; the pulse jammer, single band jammer, and .frequency- swept
jammer.

3

For our simulation purposes we may use the name jam to represent the jammer node and or the jamming attack as contained in this work.
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The network jammer node model configuration is similar to the transmitter node model and consists of a packet
generator module, a radio transmitter module and an antenna module. It is configured to behave similarly with
the stationary transmitter node but with modifications to the channel power, signal modulation and bandwidth
characteristics. The jammer node is created using the processor, the radio transmitter and the antenna objects
linked across a radio link called packet stream which are dynamically established during simulation but are not
visible in the editor as shown in fig.5.4. The packet generator generates spurious corrupt packets and introduces
radio noise into the network from a simple jammer source and uses a type of modulation technique known as
jammod, which makes the packets to be received by the receiver module as noise. The jammer process model
was modified to reflect our jamming detection scheme based on the type of jammer used in (Fig.14).

Figure 13: Jammer node model

Figure 14: Jammer process model.

Figure 15: Attributes of (a) Jammer Traffic node model

(b) Mobile Source MANET node model

5.2.3 Traffic model
In this simulation, we configure our traffic model required to generate a jammer attack from simple jammer
source traffic to the receiver destination nodes. The traffic is configured relative to the type of jammer used with
different scenarios to generate both exponential and constant packet distributions. Note that for stationary
jammer node, we did not consider the trajectory (mobility) hence the trajectory is set to none. Thus we set the
wireless node attributes according to our MAC layer specifications relative to our intrusion rules; these are
reflected on the nodes wireless channel settings with initial transmission power set to 0.100W, packet reception
power threshold of-90W, RTS threshold ranges from 128 to 1024 bytes.
These parameters represent our training sequence with initial values. The radio transmitter module transmits
packets to the antenna with default power level of 0.001Watts with maximum data rate of 1024 bits/seconds,
using approx 100 percent of its channel bandwidth. Following our detection algorithm and implemented in
Opnet modeler, it is observed that for each arriving candidate packet, the radio receiver module consults several
properties to determine if the packet’s average bit error rate (BER), receiver power etc, is less than a specified
threshold, e.g. if the BER is low enough, the packet is termed invalid, classified as noise, sent to the sink and
destroyed.
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Our initial training threshold values signifies that if a data packet with size together with the MAC header of e.g.
28 bytes exceeds this threshold, it requires classification by the MAC layer for access as valid transmission,
otherwise the packet will be discarded as invalid. In the subsequent scenarios, we vary these attributes and set
them as promoted4 according to the demands of our intrusion rules and the traffic load relative to the network
size. Whenever a packet arrives from the jammer traffic source, its fields are set according to the corresponding
packet generation based on the modified RTP stage arguments. E.g. the data rate (bps), inter arrival time
(seconds), the packet size (bytes), buffer size (bits) etc. as shown in figure 15, then the packet is transmitted to
the radio receiver destination module for which the packet contents will be matched against the original traffic
source from the legitimate transmitter node in the event of error detection and control. If the packets received at
the node for e.g. with power less than 0.005 W (promoted during our simulation runs),it will be considered noise
and will not change the status of the receiver module to busy, otherwise a higher receiver power value than this
threshold will be considered as valid. Unless the default transmission power is changed, all the WLAN packets
should reach their destinations with sufficient power to be valid packets taking into consideration the
propagation distance.

5.2.4 MANET Traffic
The Inner structure of the MANET node model shown in figure 17 indicates how the source traffic through the
node which consists of a WLAN MAC layer (wireless_lan_mac) interfaced with the IP layer (arp, tcp/ip) and
ip_encap) is being routed by the MANET gateway (manet_rte_ mgr.).All stations run ad hoc on demand routing
vector (AODV) and are connected through the same Base service station identification ( (BSS ID) to ensure they
are in the same subnet (cluster) The wireless LAN receiver(wlan_port_rx-0_0) accepts any incoming packets
from the physical layer and passes them on to the wireless LAN MAC layer. The wireless transmitter
(wlan_port-tx-0_0) receives the packet from the MAC layer and passes it on to the physical medium. The node
then uses the source module (traf_src) to stimulate the IP layers and then generates packets sent to random
destination addresses.

Figure 16: Attributes of the source node Traffic model

4

Figure 17: Inner structure of the node model

By setting the required attributes to this value ‘promoted’ it enables multiple parameter values to be used in a single simulation run.
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5.3

Performance Evaluation and Results

To evaluate the suitability of our simulated intrusion detection algorithm and isolate the factors that influence
the jammer detection process, Firstly we consider the performance metrics and basic statistics in detecting
jammer attacks for our evaluation purposes. Secondly we ran a number of simulations in four different scenarios
over different time lapse and multiple seeds and finally we present the corresponding results from our
simulation.
A Throughput
It is the fraction of traffic correctly received by the radio channel receiver normalized to the overall capacity of
the network. Thus we reference the anomalies due packet arrival rates and receiver power threshold variations
as a function of the network throughput.
The throughput metric is calculated numerically by dividing the total number of packets sent by the time the
first packet is received minus the time the last packet is received. We use this metric to evaluate the detection
capability of our detection scheme under normal and jam attack network scenarios.
B Packet delivery Ratio (PDR)
The packet delivery metric ratio presents the ratio between the number of sent packets from an application layer
and the number of received packets at the destination nodes .The PDR can be measured in two ways [10]; either
by the sender or by the receiver whereas at the sender, PDR can be calculated by keeping track of how many
acknowledgments the sender receives from the receiver ,On the other hand, at the receiver PDR can be
calculated as the ratio of the number of packets that pass the cyclic redundancy checks( CRC) 5 with respect to
the number of packets received. Our simulation takes into account the PDR to evaluate the detections and
jammer responses in the network.
C Received Signal power (RSP)
The received signal power is calculated as a function of the cluster distance between the transmitter node and
the receiver node against the attenuation factor or path loss, we recall in previous section in (3), thus we have:
Pr = Pt/max (d, d0) fa

(5)

Where Pt is the transmitter power
(d) is the distance between the nodes and
(fa) is the attenuation factor relative to reference distance d0
In our simulation, we implement the RSP as part of our detection algorithm based on receiver power anomaly
which reflects the pattern classifications, our results were evaluated based on the following statistics; the signalto-noise ratio, the probability of bit error and transmission delay within the transmission channel. We evaluate
the responses of these factors with and without jammer attack.
D Utility
We define the utility of the network as combination of two or more metrics. The motivation behind this metric is
drawn from the fact that for a network to be optimized, a joint metric analysis should be conducted to determine
the overall response relative to the total overhead involved. For the purpose of our proposed intrusion detection
scheme, we define our utility in terms of the following statistical functions:









Signal to noise ratio
Bit error rate
Queue end-to-end delay
Inter arrival time
Probability of detection
Probability of success
True positive rate
False positive rate.

5

For simplicity a ‘CRC’ is an error detecting code which is implemented as a binary input data stream to analyze or detect common error
occurrences caused by noise in a transmission channel.
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5.3.1 Scenario 1: Normal Traffic Response

Power (W)

The first scenario as depicted in figure10 was simulated to monitor and detect the effect of a normal traffic and
jamming traffic in a uniform wireless network environment. In this scenario, we consider a wireless network of
(75x75) square meters with 3 wireless nodes (Jammer, TX and RX) earlier indicated in the traffic model. We
train the simulation of the jammer attack source partly with the default values using the jammer network model.
Single-band Jammer traffic from simple jammer source was generated into the network containing legitimate
single transmitter and receiver nodes. In two separate simulation runs for average of 2000s, we simulate the
response of the intrusion in both normal and jammer traffic with response to the throughput, average packets
received by the radio receiver channel and the receiver power rate. In the first run, we simulate a normal traffic
pattern without any jamming on the network using default low power levels. We observe the effect of traffic
sent and received both on the individual receiver and the MANET network responses. In the second run, we set
the jammer’s transmit power using the same attributes with the other nodes and monitor the response both on
the entire network and the individual node receiver channel as shown in the graphs below.

Fig. 18: MANET response with
Normal Traffic sent

Figure 20: Average MANET Throughput
(Arrival rate of 1 sec and exp. (1024))
(No_ Jam attack)

Fig. 19: Radio channel TX response with
Normal Traffic sent

Figure 21: Average Receiver node channel Throughput
(Arrival rate of 1 sec and exp. (1024))
(Jam attack)
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5.3.2 Scenario 2: Packet Arrival Anomaly Pattern
Following the simulation runs in scenario 1, we introduce scenario 2 with a larger network size and offered load.
This scenario is composed of 10 ad hoc wireless nodes (9 monitor nodes and 1 jammer node) placed randomly
in a 100x100 square meters network with reactive jammer source traffic.
We then applied our intrusion rule such that the nodes form a cluster topology with each node following a
minimum hop-distance of approx.50m. Every node has the tendency to transmit and receive packets thereby
maintaining a neighbor route update. By varying the network node model attributes according to our rule-based
pattern anomalies; we set the rules based on the wireless LAN parameters depicted in figure11.An Average of 5
different runs for 700s/1hr20m in two simulation sets respectively was simulated to determine the effect of the
intrusion scheme on the jammer attack using our pre-defined metrics.
In the first simulation set, we assume a normal jamming network using both a pulse jammer and single-band
jammer with, and without the intrusion detection rules. For the first 5 runs, we disabled certain attributes of the
monitor nodes which play important roles in distributive nature of the network nodes, such as their access point
functionalities, physical characteristics and modulation techniques. With these attributes the nodes need not
maintain a distributive or cooperative neighbor updates. In the second 5 runs, we reverse the configurations and
then implement our detection algorithms such that both the jammer node and the other 9 network nodes assume
relative transmitter and receiver powers. Whereas the jammer node uses the jammod modulation, the receiver
nodes were set to use Binary phase shift keying (BPSK) modulation technique with the physical characteristics
set to direct sequence and access point functionality enabled. We collected our statistics based on the utility
functions defined above; the bit error rate, signal- to- noise ratio and the network throughput.
In the second set of the simulation runs, other WLAN parameters are set to promoted values. We estimate the
packet inter arrival rates based on varying packet sizes (128-1024bytes) using a buffer intrusion threshold so as
to conform with our anomaly detection algorithm detailed in section 4.4, hence we observe the effect of our
proposed IDS scheme on the network and the results shown accordingly.

Figure 22 Utility6 response comparison,
Showing success rate of detection with (No IDS)

6a/b

Figure 23 Utility6b response comparison
Showing success rate of detection with (IDS)

For our simulation metric we define the utility of the network as combination of two or more metrics with respect to signal-to
noise, bit error rate, queuing delay, packet inter-arrival times, etc.
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Figure 24: Packet Inter-arrival rate response
With RTS threshold Pkt.size variations I

Figure 25: Packet Inter-arrival rate response
with RTS threshold Pkt.size variations II

5.3.3 Scenario 3: Receive Power Anomaly Pattern
Scenario 3 simulates jammer intrusion detection within the same network area as in scenario 2, but with a
greater degree of network size offering 20 nodes. The nodes’ model characteristics and attributes are the same
with previous scenario, the packet sizes and the types of jammer used but with slight changes in terms of
statistics acquisition. This scenario is used to establish the control experiment while observing the average
response of a random jammer attack with our intrusion rules.
Most importantly, this scenario is used to estimate the receiver power anomaly on the jammer network relative
to the packet inter arrival rate observed in scenario 2 following our detection algorithm. In other to evaluate the
anomalous pattern exhibited in terms of receive power rates, we set the transmit and receive channel powers
(expressed in both dBm and W) to promoted values and then define confidence interval limits using buffer
window packet arrival threshold to evaluate the detection rate of anomalies within the network. Following two
separate simulation sets, first we simulate the receive power anomaly with set power values expressed in decibel
meter (dBm) under normal packet arrival rate without any confidence limit.
The dBm7 values takes into consideration the noise factors introduced by the jammer node. Secondly we set the
confidence intervals over inter arrival times as a function of percentages with 80% and 90% and power values
expressed in Watt (W) according to our interval rules. This confidence values are time dependent and measures
the packet arrival rate relative to the network throughput. This means that all packets reception arriving at the
receiver channel with a packet size and maximum power level above these confidence threshold limits will be
accepted by the receiver channel and stored within the buffer over a time period as exemplified in our detection
algorithm; otherwise the packets will be regarded as containing abnormal patterns and rejected. Further we
conduct simulation runs using multiple seeds with varying degree of packet sizes and transmitter-receiver
powers values as in scenario 2.Our results are presented according to the graphs below.

7

Power conversion. P (W) =10.log10 (P/P0) dBm, P0=1mW=1dBm.
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Figure 26: Throughput response with
Receive power (Pr) threshold variations I

Figure 27: Throughput response with
receive power (Pr) threshold variations II

Figure28: Throughput response with
P (W) @80% confidence Interval Threshold

Figure 29: Throughput response with
P (W) @ 90% confidence Interval Threshold

5.3.4 Scenario 4: Intruder (Misbehaving) Node Pattern
This scenario serves as a supplementary verification of traces of intrusion and abnormal patterns within the
network nodes. As part of the control simulation in scenario 3, scenario 4 is performed to monitor the behavior
of a compromised (intruder) node following our detection scheme. This scenario contains among others nodes a
misbehaving MANET node with selfish characteristics. By this we assume that the node is under attack and
ignores certain MAC layer protocols; neither following the routing updates nor forwarding sequences of control
messages, thereby dropping packets without getting to destinations. We demonstrate this phenomenon based on
our detection scheme on intruder containment described earlier. Using the node’s traffic generation parameters
and IP demands parameters, we formulated an impersonating attack scenario from a deceptive jammer node to
illustrate the behavior of such misbehaving node. The misbehaving node is seen to have followed the jammer’s
pattern by constantly transmitting packets and keeping the network busy or fails to transmit the packet or drops
it out rightly causing the other nodes to back off or delaying the network such that other legitimate nodes waits
for longer period to ascertain clear access before transmission. We test the performance of our mechanism
against the selfish node’s actual misbehaving patterns based on average packet and delay statistics experienced
in the network which shows variations in receiver packet transmission and reception. We run average of 6
simulations at intervals of 800s and monitor the average throughput and queuing delay responses of the node
due to its misbehavior patterns and present the result as shown below.
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Delay

Figure 30: Time average throughput of with
Figure 31: Time average throughput with
Selfish node (3) and uniform packets size (120) selfish node (3) and uniform packets size (160)

Figure 32: Time average Delay with
Selfish node (3) and uniform packets size (120)

Figure 33: Time average Delay response with
selfish node (3) and uniform packets size (160)

5.4 Performance Analysis
Our simulation results are provided in Figures (18 – 36) to observe the behavior of network nodes under jammer
attacks. We evaluate and compare the pattern anomalies detected as seen in the network throughput, receiver
power, packet inter-arrival times as well as the average delay responses of the network under jammer attack
using our intrusion detection mechanism. In figures (18-21), following our training data results, we note the
detection response on the jammer attack with the individual nodes as well as average network throughput under
normal and intrusion scheme. Figures(18, 19) show normal traffic patterns of the traffic sent and received at the
radio channel without any form of jamming attack, while figures (20,21) show the presence of a jammer at
different power levels with reduced throughput. This is due to increase in the average transmit and receive
powers using the packet exponential distribution rate of 1sec at 1024bps.We compare the performance of our
detection scheme with the existing mechanisms based on our relevant metrics.
In figures (22-25) The graphs show the detection response of jamming attack over the network utility, it can be
observed that the duo-metrics of bit error rates and receiver power all gain considerable increases almost above
50% mark in some cases, with a decrease in the signal -to- noise ratio level, whereas the receiver throughput
dropped to zero points over a time interval between 20-40 minutes under a jammer attack using the IDS scheme,
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This describes the rate of successful detection of anomalies in terms of the above metrics. Compared to existing
techniques with IDS scheme, there is significant difference in the utility responses. Furthermore, the probability
of high detection rate is observed from the packet inter arrival rate responses with lower RTS threshold values
(128-1024Mbps). The lower the threshold values, the higher the detection capabilities of our IDS scheme which
shows a reduction in overall throughput as shown in figures 24 and 25.In figure 23, A pulsed jammer is
introduced into the network, the jammer sends packets with high energy levels same as the transmitter packets,
at the receiver, both packets are received and compared for anomalous patterns, Based on our DIDS scheme,
the receiver classifies the jammer packet as invalid having interference and noise features owing to its jammod
modulation technique, this is made possible via the OPNET RTP stage 3.
In addition, figures (26-29) show the responses in terms of network throughput and packet inter-arrival rates
with respect to variation in transmit and receive power levels over the threshold confidence limits. These
confidence limits (80-90%) form the basis of our intrusion detection in power anomalies in scenario 3. We set
the RTS threshold at different values ranging from 128-1024bytes as in previous result to emulate the conditions
found in a typical WLAN when RTS/CTS option is enabled while the frame fragmentation is disabled so as to
ascertain the relative pattern anomalies over time considering data rates of 1, 2, and 11Mbps used.
In figures (26, 27,) it can be observed that the detection process maintains a rising throughput with different
packet reception power threshold values (-90 to -95), here there is no attack traces and no confidence limit
imposed on the receive power levels. In figures ( 28,29), the graphs show a deviation in terms of receive power
levels of (0.1-0.005W relative to dBm) over different packets arrival rates at the receiver above the set threshold
values. The graphs show that with increasing jammer transmit packets having the same power level as the
legitimate nodes, the transmitted packet and their inter arrival times show similar feature with a zero level
transmission over a time interval. This is due to the confidence limits imposed at the receive channel, thus all
packets arriving with minimum energy level received below the threshold limits are classified as deviation from
the normal pattern following a zero level reduction in network throughput. This shows that the jammer transmit
power suppresses the transmitter’s power level causing the packets with low energy level to be received below
the confidence limits and thus discarded as anomalous packets.
In figures 30-33, we observed the degree of true positive and false positive rates through the attack detection on
misbehaving node. In this context; monitor nodes raises alarm over the misbehaving nodes due to its selfish
attitudes which can be observed as either true or false alarm. For our scheme, false alarm means that the
detection rule marks the sender (compromised node) as an intruder irrespective of the power levels. The level
between (0-1) marks the degree of response with level 1 representing a higher true positive response.
Whereas figures 30 and 31 specifically show the packet reception pattern anomalies exhibited by the individual
selfish node (3) which is observed in the individual nodes average throughput, the graphs show the behavior of
the misbehaving node against the normal nodes. In figure 30, the misbehaving node(3) is seen to be dropping
packets unnecessarily while in figure 31, there is a regular packet reception all showing a deviation from normal
traffic patterns as compared to other normal nodes in the network. Consequently, due to selfish attributes of the
node, figures 32 and 33 show the time average delay responses of the network nodes due to out of order packet
transmissions and receptions there is a considerable increase in the delay responses up to 80% of the
transmission time at different packet sizes.

5.4.2 Performance Statistics:
Based on the above scenarios and the corresponding results represented above, we estimate the rate of our
detection scheme through the performance statistics data obtained in an average control simulations runs. The
figures below provide and estimated measure for which we validate our scheme and conclude that our Intrusion
detection scheme performed considerably with higher percentage value of detection rate. A total of 265612
packets were created by the source traffic and transmitted over the entire wireless channel, while the total of
226356 were received as anomaly and destroyed by the receiver, thus posing a higher true positive rate as
shown in the graphs in figure 35.The graphs below summarizes the behavior of the network under a jammer
attack. With an increase in jammers packet transmit power compared to the source transmitter traffic, there is a
total reduction in the network throughput showing that the presence of jammer attack is inherent in the network.
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Figure 34: Total packets generated at
Source (TX) channels

Figure 35: Total packets Destroyed at
Receiver (Sink) Channel

Figure 36: Control Simulation: Average Throughput of Total Packets Detection rates over time

Table 2
Basic Simulation Parameters Used
Parameters
Transmit Power(W)
RTS Threshold(bytes)
Data Rate (Mbps)
Pkt. Reception power
Threshold
Buffer Size
Pkt.Inter
arrival
time(seconds)
Pkt.Size (bytes)
Ecc Threshold
Modulation
Start Time(seconds)
End Time
No of Seeds

Jammer Node
0.005
128
1Mbps
-95

Transmitter/Receiver nodes
(0.10,0.03,0.05)*
(128-1024)*
(1,2,11)Mbps
(-76-90,-95)

1024000
Constant(1.0)/Exponential(1000)

(1024000-256000)

Constant(1024)*/Exponential(1200)*
0.50
Jammod
10
Infinity (End of Simulation time)
(128,256,512,1024)

N/A
Constant(1.0),Exponential(1024)
0.00,1.00
Bpsk,dpsk
5,10,
Infinity (End of Simulation time)
(128,256,512,1024)*

* Indicates promoted values set during simulation runs.
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CHAPTER 6

Conclusions and Future Work
6.1 Discussions
In this work, we have proposed a DIDS mechanism for detection of intrusion anomalies in the presence of
jamming attack in ad hoc network. Our DIDS uses a cluster algorithm to create a cluster head, the cluster head
contains IDS server required to carry out intrusion detection rules. Every cluster head node has IDS server
installed, which serves as the monitor or gateway node using each nodes individual behavioral pattern to detect
anomalies. We have demonstrated with simulation results of network jammer intrusion detection in a distributed
platform using the jammer source traffic model and MANET nodes.
We demonstrate several applications of DIDS simulation using OPNET® simulation tool as follows;
 To monitor the behavior of network nodes under jamming attack
 To evaluate signs of anomaly resulting from;
 Rate of packet inter-arrival times at the receiver channel
 The Transceiver power reception rate at the buffer window
 variations in Packet transmission and channel contention anomalies,
 Incessant packet drops and undue traffic delay from misbehaving nodes.
More closely we observe;
1. Intrusion detection of jamming attack by displaying and identifying various patterns of anomalous data
packets within the mobile ad hoc network.
2. Analysis and Evaluation of the performance metrics and the security over-head trade-off of our
intrusion detection scheme.
3. Anomalies in network throughput and data traffic patterns with regards to attack specifics; for example
the higher the values of receive power and packet data sizes with increased percentage confidence
intervals, the higher the degree of detection of related anomalies.
Our simulation results show that;
 The presence of Jamming attack causes undue increase in the transceiver power buffer window
 The packet arrival rate at the receiver channel increases under the influence of jammer attack
 The behavior of traffic sent and received in the network utility response are observed as follows;
 That the network bit error rate (BER) Increases up to 40% of the network throughput due to
jammers presence.
 That the packet BER also followed an increase about 50% rise in the network when compared to
normal traffic.
 A decrease from normal traffic approx. 60% in signal to noise ratio (SNR) due to high noise
interference from the jammer attack.,
 An intermittent rise and fall in receiver packets average throughput level on a 50% scale over time
intervals shows presence of jammer, whereas in the absence of jamming, the network throughput
rises with reduced packet reception power threshold.
Also we noted that with confidence intervals of 80% and 90% as a function of time duration, packets with
low transmit energy are suppressed by the jammers transmit energy causing them to be received as invalid
packets.
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6.2 Summary
However, analyses and performance of our proposed scheme to detect jamming attack intrusion detection in ad
hoc networks by comparing the nodes normal packet arrival rates and receiver power threshold rates against
abnormal receptions forms a systematic scheme for detection of host and network- based anomalies. The ideas
and concepts presented by the implementation of DIDS are fundamental approaches and provide strong
convictions for intrusion assessment. These and many more provide the answers to the research questions
below;
I. What data traces are required to influence intrusion detection?
In this thesis, we draw inferences of abnormal patterns exhibited by the nodes within the network in which the
Data traces can be categorized into the following;
Network related traces:
 These involved traces from
 Attack traffic
 Clustering formation
 Transmission range and node distance
 Network size
Packet traces
 packet transmit/receive power anomalies
 Packet reception power changes
 packet inter arrival times
 packet delay variations
 packet delivery ratio
The analysis of network and packet traces can provide some knowledge about the state and performance of
network resources which is essential for intrusion detection. Comparative measurements, estimations or
simulations analysis of such traces against normal patterns constitutes the bases for passive method of intrusion
detection system. We have included these factors into considerations through simulation purposes as
exemplified in our proposed DIDS.
ii. What assumptions do we have about the potential intruder?
Generally, the probability that the presence of an intruder in a system is detected is a relative proportion of its
vulnerabilities inherent in such system. However considering the fact that real life profiles of such attack
characteristics are not feasible, we deduce the following assumptions about the evidence of potential intruder
with reference to our proposed jammer intrusion mechanism.
1. We assume that the probability of detection of jammer intrusion attack increases with a decrease on the path
length and transmission range of the network nodes; this means that intrusion is affected by path leading to the
target receiver channels; hence our cluster topology- based mechanism provides a clear line of detection
process.
2. We assume that the detection process of the jamming attack is proportional to the effort and
Implementation of our buffer counters intrusion rules. This means that intrusion rules should be based on
known attack classifications and vulnerabilities such as the jammer attack model.
3 Finally, we assume that attacker has no apriori information of the network; this means that for the attacker to
launch its intrusion, the attacker must learn the attributes of the network nodes to be able to compromise the
network.

iii. What information should be included in topology control to provide effective intrusion detection
system?
Following our distributed intrusion detection systems, an effective topology control should be energy efficient,
resource intensive as well as maintain a cooperative and distributive framework. Also fault tolerance and
scalability provide a clear line of enforcement towards efficient intrusion detection.
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6.3 Future Directions
This implementation of a DIDS mechanism creates avenues for future research work. We consider future
research works focused on using real time attacks which is needed to ascertain greater degree of detection of
specific vulnerabilities in both Mobile and ad hoc Sensor networks. Based on the attack classifications in
various levels described in this work, it becomes imperative to identify a representative set of attacks that can
consecutively be used in raw attack generations to evaluate IDS is a more systematic manner.
However based on our simulations and for more accurate representation of data set, there is need to further
incorporate error correction algorithms used to investigate the degree of anomalies and implement this into
OPNET®. Also we intend to explore more possibilities for detection of sophisticated attacks by incorporating a
cryptographic security scheme using trust certificates and extend the results as well to other wireless protocols.
This would serve as a baseline action for further research problems in Intrusion detection systems.
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Appendix A: Attack Classification
In chapter 2 we present IDS and related issues focusing on attack classifications, vulnerabilities and topology
controls. In section 2.5.3, we discussed security in ad hoc networks and their potential threats; hence we further
focus on the attributes of DOS attacks in various layers of the protocol stacks. In the preceding appendices we
present a summary of the security threats based on the classifications as described in this work as well as
comparative structure of network topologies based on their network functionalities.

Table A 1
Summary of Various Security (IDS) Schemes and Vulnerabilities [31]
Security Schemes

Attacks Deterred

Network Architecture

Basic IDS Features

Jam

DoS
Attack
(jamming)
DoS
Attack(Jamming)
Information Spoofing

Traditional Ad hoc
networks
Hybrid (both wired and
wireless) networks
Large
numbers
of
Sensor, highly dense
WSNs
Traditional AD HOC
networks

Avoidance of jammed region by using
coalesced neighboring nodes
Uses Wormhole to avoid jamming

Worm hole attacks
Statistical
EnRoute Filtering
Radio
Resource
Testing Random
Key
predistribution ,etc
Bidirectional
Verification,
Multi-path
base
station routing
On
Communication
security
TIK

Sybil Attack

Hello Flood Attack

Traditional wireless and
ad hoc networks

Information or Data
Spoofing

Traditional Wireless ad
hoc networks

Wormhole
Attack,
Information or Data
Spoofing

Traditional Wireless ad
hoc networks

Random Key Predistribution

Data
and
Information
spoofing, Attacks in
transmit information

Traditional Wireless ad
hoc networks

REWARD

Black hole attacks

Traditional Wireless ad
hoc networks

Detect and drops false report during
forwarding process
Uses Radio resource, Random key pre
distribution, registration procedure,
position
verification
and
code
attestation for detecting Sybil entity.
Adopts probabilistic secret sharing.
Uses Bi directional verification and
multi-path multi-base stations routing
Efficient
Resource
management
protects the network even if part of the
network is compromised.
Based on symmetric cryptography,
Requires
accurate
time
synchronization
between
all
communicating parties.
Provides resilience of the network,
protect the network even if part of the
network is compromised; provide
authentication measure for sensor
networks nodes.
Focuses
on
providing
message
authenticity,
integrity
and
confidentiality, Works in the link layer.

Table A2
Network Topology Comparison
Network Type

Strengths

Weaknesses

Possible Applications

Star

Low
message
latency;
Centralized
network
control
Can Cover large physical
are
(Multihop communication)
Simple network devices

Covers only a limited
physical area (Single hop
communication)
Higher message latency

Home automation;
Peripherals

Peer-to-peer

Flat

Cluster Tree
Cluster

Can Supports very large
networks
Supports a larger number
of potential destination
devices

Does not scale well as the
number
of
potential
destination
devices
increases
Network
maintenance
overhead
Uneven
power
consumptions
Among network devices
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PC

Wireless ad hoc networks;
Industrial
control
and
monitoring.
Ad hoc wireless networks

Industrial
control
and
monitoring
Traditional and Wireless ad
hoc networks with HVAC
SYSTEMS
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Appendix B: Generating DoS (Jammer) Attack Traffic in OPNET.
We refer to the Simulation scenarios in the previous section and present our jammer attack traffic which is the
baseline on which our intrusion detection scheme is built.
In this section we discuss the jammer attack and traffic type as used in our OPNET simulations.
There are three different types of jammer attack traffic based on the type of jammer node model; these include:
Pulsed jammer
Single-Band Jammer
Frequency- Selective jammer
In chapter 2, we discuss different classifications of jammer attack; a constant jammer, random, reactive, and
deceptive jammer. In chapter 5, we present a simulation of these jammer attacks. In this appendix, we discuss
how the jammer attack traffic are created using OPNET simulation tool.
With regards to our simulation environment, we also discuss briefly two ways in which jammer attack traffic
can be simulated.



Importing raw attack traffic:
Using OPNET default jammer attack model.

B1: Importing raw attack traffic
In the first case, A DoS (jammer) attack can be generated or imported and simulated using OPNET tool. This is
applicable when a typical DoS attack traces are generated from raw attack data traffic sources in real time from
laboratory[49] or using network Sniffers and ethereal files to generate traces of attacks and then parsed to select
the desired information to be used, the following information may be required;




The packet inter-arrival times, which may be saved as a list of double -type values
The time duration which is the time difference between the first packet and the last packet of
the traffic source'
Source and destination IDs containing list of IP addresses.

These capture files are then compressed as (*.dmp.gz and*appcapz) files and imported in to the OPNET
simulation tool via the OPNET ACE analyst Module using the ACE live capture file support or the ACE Import
wizard available in OPNET ACE Analyst module.
However due to computational complexities and cost effective simulation in line with the scope of our work,
this method is beyond the scope of this work. Hence we have included this form of traffic attack generation as
part of our future research implementation. Thus we discuss the second option.
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Table B1
Jammer Node Characteristics
Model

Deployment

Characteristics

Attributes

Pulsed Jammer
(Jam_pulsed)

Deployed as :
Fixed, Mobile or
Satellite Nodes
in the project
editor

Provides transmission
on a single frequency
marked by a periodic
pulse train in time,
Pulses transmission
Control performed by
the process model,
(jam_pulse_proc.)

Deployed as :
Fixed, Mobile or
Satellite Nodes
in the project
editor

Provides continuous
transmission on a
single frequency band
by sending packets
through the Radio TX.
at 1pkt/sec.

All promoted
to:
Jamming
Band base frequency,
Bandwidth,
Transmitter Power,
Duration of jamming
Pulse,
Duration
Separating
jamming pulses.
Attributes include:
Jamming Base band
frequency,
Jamming Bandwidth,
Jamming Transmitter
Power.

Deployed as :
Fixed, Mobile or
Satellite Nodes
in the project
editor

Continuous
transmission.
Variable frequencies
at a specified rate.
Pattern transmission
controlled
by
(Jam_sweep_.proc).

Single
Jammer
(Jam_sb)

Band

Frequency
Selective
Jammer
(Jam_ swept)

Node diagram

Attributes include:
Jamming Base band
frequency,
Encompassing
Jamming Bandwidth,
Jamming Transmitter
Power.
Single
sweep
completion time
Interval, Bandwidth,

(Jam_pulsed)

(Jam_sb)

(Jam_ swept)

B2: Using OPNET default jammer attack models
In this case, we generate our jammer attack traffic from a simple jammer source using the jammer node model
as exemplified in our scenarios. The three types of jammer model seen above could be generated in the same
form based on the jammer classifications, the only difference being their generation sequence and packet arrival
times.
In creating the jammer node and Attack Traffic, It is created out of a stationary transmitter within the same
network. A JAM attack traffic is generated via the jammers’ packet generator module using a jamming
modulation technique; the jammod. The network jammer node causes a DoS attack within the wireless channel
by introducing spurious noise effects and undue interference
With the jammod, the receiver channel observes all traffic as noise and interference related. A trajectory may be
assigned to the jammer to determine its mobility, but could be set to none if the jammer is to be static. The
transmission distance between the jammer and the nodes is assumed to be less than 300m.
However for a desired transmission range D (m) a simplified equation for the transmit power (W) could be
stated as below.

The above equation is only associated with WLAN attributes in OPNET as set below
Physical Characteristics: Direct Sequence
Data Rate: 11Mbps
Packet Reception-Power Threshold: -95dBm
Channel Setting: Auto Assigned.
Antenna Gain: Isotropic.
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Appendix C: Acronyms
ACK:
AES:
AODV:
BER:
BPSK:
Bps:
BW:
CRC:
CA:
CH:
CTS:
CSMA/CA:
CSMA/CD:
DES:
DIDS:
DOS:
DPSK:
DSR:
ECC:
EFKM:
IDS:
LEACH:
LCC:
LMST:
MSDU:
MTTF:
OPNET:
PDR:
QoE:
QoS:
RF:
RTS:
RTP:
RSP:
RREQ:
RREP:
SPINE:
SYN:
SNR
TC:
WEP:
WiMAX:
Wi-Fi:
WPAN:
3G:

Acknowledgement
Advanced Encryption Standard
Ad hoc on demand routing Vector
Bit Error Rate
Binary Phase Shift Keying
Bits per second
Bandwidth
Cyclic Redundancy Check
Certificate Authority
Cluster Head
Clear To Send
Carrier Sense Multiple Access with Collision Avoidance
Carrier Sense multiple Access with Collision Detection
Data Encryption Standard
Distributed Intrusion Detection System
Denial of Service
Differential Phase Shift Keying
Distance Source Routing
Elliptic Curve Cryptography
Efficient Key Management Scheme
Intrusion Detection System
Low- energy adaptive clustering hierarchy
Logical Link Control
Local Minimum Spanning Tree
MAC service Data Unit
Mean time to failure
Optimized Network.
Packet Delivery Ratio
Quality of Experience
Quality of Service
Radio Frequency
Required to Send
Radio Transceiver Pipeline
Received Signal Power
Route Request
Route Reply Packets
Secure Positioning in Sensor Networks
Synchronization
Signal to Noise Ratio
Topology Control
Wireless Equivalent Privacy
Worldwide Interoperability for Microwave Access (IEEE 802.16 standard
Wireless Fidelity
Wireless Personal Area Network
3RD Generation
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